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·T H E MYSrERy' OF MESMERISM

EXPLAINED~

(Comll1unzcated.)
CHAPTER

n.

In whzch applzcation IS' made to the case before us of the prz"ncz"pal characteristics
~y whzch the operation of a pJryslcal cause Z"S dlst£nguzshed
from that of a moral cause.
IT H regard to the firstcharac- to show clearly the essential differteristic, there does not seem ence between willz'ng and doing
to be any room for discussion; for on
To wzll is one thing; and to do is
the one hand, as we have seen, and altogether another, It is one thing)
, as the mesmerists themselves con- /10 wzll to go shooting, and another
fess, the act which produces the mes- actually to go.
It i ' -me thing to wzll
m eric effects is, on the part of the
to throw a stone or to move one's
magnetizer, an act of his own will,
hand, or to speak to. a man, and ano·
accompanied possibly, though not
ther thing actually to throw the stone, .
necessarily, by exterior ceremonies or move the hand, or speak to the
which of themselves have no physical ' man The truth of this is so clearly
efficacy towards the end proposed;taught us by daily experience that it
\\TQuId be mere folly to question it.
and on the other ha!ld, in order to
Fortunate indeed were man, if to wzl
produce an effect physically it does
were to do~if to fulfil his desires it
not suffice to will it, but there must
were enough to make a simple act of
be a distinct and efficient physical
the will! But the fact is that we are
act. It is evident then that in magnetism ,the will does not act physically.
unable to move, I will not say exteBut our .opponents endeavor to
rior bodies, distinct from ourselves,
but even the very lim bs of our 0\\'11
prove that to unl! is to act physically;
body, without adding to the act of the '
or, in other words, that the 'will has a
will another act, viz: that of locomophysical efficacy outside of itself.
We must therefore dwell on this part tion; an act derived from a power
of our 'subject a little longer, in order of the soul quite different from the
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will, though under submission to it.
It is true we are wont to say, "I
move because I will; I wish to move
and I move;" ,and the like.
But
what is the true meaning of such expressions ? That 10 unll is the very
same act as to 1JlOVe? That simple
voli tion is enough to produce the
desired motion, "'~vithout our doing
anything else? Certainly not! These
expressions are true nly in one or
other of these two senses ;- ( I) that
my will is the cause "in :c o ~ se qu e nc e '
of which I myself execute the motion
willed, or (2) that I do not need a~y
previous study in order 'to execute
such motion, because nature has provided all the conditions required for
the movement of my body, .an d has
so closely united th e m otive power of
thesoul with that of the limbs, that '
the soul always has them re ady to act
at her beck. To unll, then, whilst it
is certainly the cause of that su bsequent act by which I produce ph ysically the willed movement, ,can not· be
the very act itsel f.
Moreover, reason confirms what
we are taught by experience and by
the inner sense ; for it shows us that
there is an essential difference between the act of wdbng and the act
of dozng:' and that, with regard both
.to our own body, and to exterior bodies.
The chief differences between the
act of wz"llzlzg and the act. of doing
are the following.
I. Volition is free, and cannot
be hindered by any power. I could
will ' the most wonderful things: that
the sun should cease to pour out its
light, that the stars should fall, that
the fire should freeze, the brutes

speak, etc.; and I can will these
things not only with the greatest ener_gy of will, but without any kind of
hindrance.
For in order to will,
nothing , more is required than to
understand the thing willed.
When
this is understood, \v hat can prevent
the will from tending towards it?
But when we come to dotng , things
are altogether different: the im pediments which obstruct us at every step,
even in the most ordinary affairs of
life, teach us this plainly enough.
2.
Volition, like intelligence, is
boundless, nay almost infinite in its
objects; whereas action is contracted
within the compass of very narrow
limits.
3. For volition suffices that the
object be ideally presented to the will
by the intellective .faculty; whereas for
action it is required not only that the
object be actually present, but that
force be applied to it, in other words,
that true and physical union is re quired between agent and patient,
without which union no action is possible.
4. Volition is immanent; that is to
say, 'it does not pass beyond the person
who wills.
It changes nothing and
no one but the willer, \V hom it makes
willing, instead ,of unwilling. Action,
on the contrary, is transient; because
it requires communication between
the agent aud the patient: because it
demands an emanation of force 'from
the former, and a reception of that
force by the latter.
The very nature
and concept of action show that it does
not change the mover, but the moved; for the mover does not move
himself, but something quite distinc t
from himself.
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5. (a.) An act of volition is of its
very nature intellectual, like an act of
the understanding. It tends towards
the thing willed, in the way in which
such thing is understood.
By means of my intellect I can
conceive objects in an abstract way,
without their concrete determinations.
For instance, I can conceive the
, existence of a palace, without precise'ly determining, its height, its size,
etc.
I can understand what it is to
move or to walk, without defining the
. kind of movement made, or the di rection, velocity, or time of the walk
taken. In the same manner, I can
will to visit a place, to make a movement. or to take a walk; in g eneral,
without determining those concrete
conditions apart from which the ob jects cannot have any physical existence.
If~ in order that we may carry out
our volitions, we need certain other
acts of the will to , determine their
conditions; and certain acts of other
powers to execute them, this does
not arise from the nature of the will,
considered in itself, (as if it could not
form an abstract volition,) but only
fronl the nature of thzngs, which
cannot exist without their concrete
determinations. An abstract volition
is perfect as a volition, and can have
all the energy, firmness, and ardor of
any, the most concrete volition;
nay, from. the efficacy of the abstract
volition proceed those consequent
acts which bring it into a concrete
state.
(b.) An action, or act of doin.l. {, 011
the contrary, is not per se intellectual.
Nay, it is impossible that it should be
so; because it is just as much a contra
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diction that a thing should be done in
the abstract, as it is that the same thingshould exist in the abstract. What, in
short, does to do mean? It means to
gi ve. being and existence to a thing
which afterwards is said to be done, or
to be an efft:ct. If it be impossible that
a thing should exist in the ' abstract,
i.e., without any concrete determinations, it must likewise be impossible
that it should be done in the abstract.
That abstract mode of tendzng towards
its object which is proper to the. will,
and ' gene ra lly to every intellectual
, po we r, is altogether repugnant to action or dOll!g~
Now if the will be of its Very nature
, purely intellectual, so that its tenden' cy towards .its object is all intellectual tendency only, its efficacy in r~
gard to the object cannot be anything
but intellectual. I am here applying
the term inteliectual to that same efficacy which I have previously called
moral; that, namely, which acts only
in so far as it is understood by
others, and which therefore stands in
opposition to the p~ysical efficacy
which ' acts by modify ing and det~r
mining, with a real and true impulse
the object upon which it acts.
To
attri bute to the act of the will a physical efficacy upon the object, willed,
is 'no less inconsistent than to ~~iri~:" '~
bute to the intellect a similar physical.
efficacy upon the object thought of:'::
Who would seriously hold that merely thinking about an object, suffices
to produce it ?-that the mere idea
of a certain' sound, can really exci te
in the · ear the vibrations which
correspond to that sound? But it is
just as contradictory to say that an act
of simple volition suffices to produce
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such effects; for both these noble
po\vers of the ' soul, (the understanding and the will) are equally intellectual , ideal, abstract-equally imma. \ nent in their acts-equally separated
from immediate and physical contact
with their objects; which objects as
they are present ideally only, so also
are and can be conceived ideally only.
The will, then-let ' the reader
mark well this consequence, which is
vital to' the present argument-neither possesss nor exercises per se,
z' e., in virtue of the simple volitive,
act proper to it, any physical efficacy
whatsoever on objects outside of itself,
as for instance exterior bodies, or even
the members of a man's own body,
their nerves and fluids. It cannot
have any such efficacy: nay more; the
assertion that it has, is self-destructive
To attribute physical efficacy to the
will is to be unmindful of its intimate
essence, to contradict its very nature,
and to bring it down from the high
dignity of queen and ill istress of the
other faculties to the servile position
of their handmaid.
But if it be repugnant to the nature
of the will that it should possess physical efficacy, it is equally repugnant
to the nature of action to attribute any
intellectual or 111oral 'efficacy to the
physical act of moving or doing somelhing. To say that the efficacy of the
tocomotive action of the lim bs is intellectual, is equivalent to saying that
the limbs are moved by the knowledge they have of the' volitions of the
spirit.
It is to attribute to the material limbs of the body the faculty of
understanding, and .of determining
themselves spontaneously to motion,
It is plain, therefore, that to do arid 10

pee..

WZII-the t\VO things. which mesmerists strive to identify--are not only
distinct and different, but even opposite and contrary the one to the other,
inasmuch as the one possessesin its
very essence characters and properties which are repugnant -to the essence of the other.
But here some one nlay ask-"If
on the one hand, the will has not
and can not have any physical efficacacy, even on the lim bs of the person
exercising volition, and if, on the
other hand, those limbs are incapable
of receiving or feeling an efficacy
merely moral and intellectual-s-be cause they can neither understand nor
determine themselves ' to motionhow does it happen that at every
beck of the will, the limbs move?
How can they obey, if' they neither
understand the command, nor receive
any physical im pulse from the agent
that commands ,them '? Does there
exist any third agent which, intervening between the will and the corporeal organs, impresses upon them the
commands of the will, and converts,
so to speak, the physical impulses
suited to the material nature of the
body's organism, into the purely intellectual acts of the volitive faculty?"
We answer r-e-" Just so. Between
the will and the corporeal organs,
(brains, nerves, muscles, fluids, etc.,)
something intervenes, which is not a
new agent in the sense of being a
new substance distinct from the substance of the soul that wills, but a
power of that soul, distinct from the
will, but which nevertheless accomplishes its commands, a~d is united
with it in the indivisible unity and
substantial identity of the same.soul."

7he Afys.lery ofiJ£esmerzsm Explained.
The spirit of man, therefore, besides
the intellective powers, viz: the understanding, the . will, and the memory; possesses, as a consequence of its
.u nion with the body, 'other inferior
powers; e.g., the sensitive powers,
which serve to put it in relation with
the sensible exterior world, and which
are the sense, the appetite, and the
fancy.
It possesses moreover the
vegetative powers, which serve to
feed, increase and conserve the or.ganic life of the body. And lastly, it
.possesses the locomotive power, by
. which the soul impresses on the
limbs the movements willed, and
through the intervention of these
lim bs moves exterior bodies. This
motive po\ver is quite distinct from the
will, as indeed are all the other powers,
Hence to confound it with the \vill
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erwhich is brought into action by the
soul.
~'he mo!ive power acts physically, but the will acts morally; that
is to say, only by its command.
Hence both in philosophical 'a nd in
ordinary language, acts of the will 'aredistinguished into elicued and commanded, into volitions and facts. .The
elicuedacts or volitions are proper to
the will, are accomplished in it, and
remain in it; the commanded acts are
acts of other powers subject to the,
will, The will wills that the intellect
should think, that the memory should
remember, the fancy imagine, the eye
see; and these faculties or organs
obey by executing each its own act.
As it would be absurd to say that the
will thinks, rernem bers, or sees, with
an act of its own, so it is also
absurd to say that the will, of itself,
would be as ridiculous as to iden- and by its own act, moves the limbs
tify the will with the memory or with
every time' it wills that they should
the fancy. But inasm uch as both the _move, that is to say, every time it
will and the motive power reside in
wills that the .m otive power should be
the same subject, viz., the soul of applied to them.
It stands proved, therefore.-man, and inasmuch. as I myself am
that individual man who wills to
( I) That the will has no physical
efficacy of its own.
move, and since I both know that I
will .to m ove, and also ha v~ the
(2) That . the will cannot have any
power of moving, it results that my such physical efficacy, inasmuch as
limbs move with promptness at the the possession thereof is repugnant to
sim pIe intimation of the will-s-that is its intellectual nature. And hence
to say, if there is no organic nor ex.
(3) That whenever the will acts,
trinsic impediment.
The will com- it acts with moral efficacy only : and
mands; and its command is certainly this not only when its volitions are
known to me, for I am the person executed by the subject willing them,
that wills, I have the power of exe- but also when they are executed by
cuting that command, I apply that extrinsic agents. In the first case the
power to my limbs, and thus I do subject that wills, executes its own
volitions because it knows them, and
execute it. The limbs obey, not because they understand' the command has the power - of bringing them into
of the will, but because they receive a effect: in the second case the extrinphysical impulse from the motive pow- sic agent must be such as to be capa-
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,hIe of knowing those volitions (when
" I agree that the will ' cannot exer"Sufficiently made manifest) and of .cise any 'im mediate and physical in.executing t em by its ' own power. fluence on the 'magnetic fluid. But
This extrinsic agent may therefore be could not that fluid ' be moved by the
another man, a demon, or 'a n angel, motive faculty just mentioned as
,but can never be a fluid, a body, or
being under the empire of the will?
matter of any kind whatsuever; since . By means of this hypothesis the phimatter is destitute of. the power of losophical principles as to the nature
knowing arid of spontaneous motion. of the soul and of its powers, may be
The favorite argument of .the mes- reconciled, in substance at least, with
merists is thus cut off, from its very the theory of the mesmerists, who
roots. They adduce the infl uence of will transfer to the motive faculty govthe will upon the fluids and upon erned by the will what at first they
the organic portions of the human attributed to the ' will itself. It is
body, as an unanswerable illustration quite immaterial to them that between
of the manner in which even the
the ~ill and the fluid there intervenes
magnetic · fluid is affected by' it. a certain motive faculty which con"What difficulty can you . have," they
veys to the fluid the command of the
say, "in admitting that the will moves will. Provided this power be subject
the magnetic fluid immediately, when to the will, the will will always be theyou see that it moves at pleasure the
true mover of the fluid, and therefore
riervous or vital fluid, .and puts into the true cause of the mesmeric pheaction the muscles of every part 'Of nomena. It will be a moral cause,
the body?"
because it acts by a command, which
Now whatever may be said of the
command- has no effect if it be not
nervous fluid, and of the organic known and executed. But that intelmanner in which 'the movements of ligent agent which knows and exe our limbs are executed, it is certainly cutes it, is the spirit or soul of man
false that any fluid or any organ is set itself, in which reside both the will
in motion im mediately and physically and the motive faculty. Consequentby the will. The will commands the
ly there is no need of going outside
movement, but has no power <::>f to look for other agents. The mesexecuting it, or of impressing it" Of meric facts only afford new instances
itself, on any bodily organ. This of that which we see happening-daily,
power is proper only to the motive with every voluntary movement of
faculty-a faculty of the soul, which
our limbs; and thus the analogy drawn
is subject indeed to the will, but dis- from the action of the limbs becomes
tinct from it. Consequently even on
even m ore apt than before to account
the supposition of ,the existence of a for those facts."
magnetic fluid, t his fluid 'would not,
This hypothesis, though at the first
because it could not, be set in motion glance it seems to reconcile every
by the ' immediate and physical effi- thing, really upsets the whole system
cacy of the will.
of the fluidists, by removing its prin" All right! " some one will ans~~r; cipal foundation. Let , us accept it
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however, and proceed to test its value,
and ascertain its consequences,
Firstly, then, if the fluid be set in'
motion not by an immediate act of
the will, but by the .impulse of another power, the effects likely' to be
obtained should be measured by the
capacity of this power, and no longer
by that of the will, This greatly restricts the sphere of those effects, which
before was .very wide, nay almost infinite. For th ugh all the powers of
the soul are finite, yet the will which
is the queen of them all, surpasses
the rest in capacity; and in virtue of
the intellect from 'which it flows; it
possesses an indejinite
elasticity;
which forbids .us to put limits to' the
activity, of its volitions.
Hence our
.volitions often go beyond the bounds
of our power; our desires and feelings outpass the limits of the effect
attainable ; and the greater part of our
volitive energy is thwarted and made
useless by the weakness of the inferior , powers upon which the will
works to attain its end. How often,
for instance, do we wish to penetrate
intellectually the mysteries of science,
and yet cannot! How often do we
wish to recall, and keep present in
the memory the various things which
we have learned! And yet they fade
a\vay. How many beautiful plans do
we not wish · to invent! And yet,
even our fancy fails us. The same
may be said of all our faculties, but
chiefly of those that are inferior and
corporeal, which .are as much more
limited in efficacy, as they are less
noble in nature.
Granted this difference between
the will and the powers subject to it,
you will see plainly the great differ-
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ence which must follow in the effects,
according as they proceed immediately from the will, ' or from another
power. If 'the will is, of itself, the
only ~rinciple, and if its act is the im,
mediate and physical cause of the
effects, then this act wi11 have no
other limits than those of the volition
from which it flows.
To apply this to our case. If the
magnetic fluid were set in motion
and governed immediately and only
by the 'will, we could put no bounds '
to the effects and wonders wrought by
it, except , the material nature of the
fluid, and the ' energy of the volitive
act, which set it in motion'. But if,
on the contrary, the fluid cannot be
moved physically except by a power
distinct from the will, then the effects,
being measured ?y the virtue of this
power, and bythe necessary law that
governs it, will be limited within a
m ore narrow com pass, than that of '
the wide and free field of the pure
will.
To make it yet more plain, let us
draw a comparison. The memory
is a special faculty of the soul; and
everyone knows how treacherous it
is.
Suppose it identified with the
will in such a manner as that to will
would be sufficient to remember: in
other words, suppose it to be the immediate and physical cause of a clear
and distinct representation to the
thought, of anything whatsoever
known by you in other times. It is
evident that your memory would in
such a case acquire a capacity equal
to that of your will, and would thus
become, in a certain sense, infirute.
What then is the cause of its being so
weak and fickle, so narrow and imI
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perfect, as we find it in our daily experience? No other than this: that
it has, as a power distinct from the
will, laws proper and special to itself
and is therefore tied down to certain
organic conditions over which the
will has no po\ver. Now, apply this
to the case of the mesmeric fluid,
and you will really understand how
great a difference there must .b e in '
the effects attributed to it, if we make
the action of the fluid depend on another po\ver instead of on the will.
No wonder the mesmerists cling so
perseveringly to the ,will, extol its
influence so highly, attribute everything to its efficacy, . and, so far , as
mesmerism is concerned, refuse to
acknowledge any primary cause outside of the , will. They are wise; for
they instinctively understand that by
representing the magnetic fluid as
' entirely subject to the immediate
action of the will, they can, without
any violation of probability, attribute
to that 'fluid the most wonderful and
strange effects; which they can by no
means do, if the fluid be removed
from the immediate influence of the
will, and be made subject to another
faculty, viz., the motive power.
Moreover, 'on this latter hypothesis,
. mesmerists ought. ' to 'cancel their
sovereign axiom "wzll and belzeve,"
which is an abridgement of all their
They ought to put an 'end to
art.
those restricted
recom mendations
which magnetizers make toconcentrate all the energy of the will on the
. act of magnetizing, as an essential
condition of success. As long as the
will is allowed to be the true and
only cause of the motion of the fluid
this language is right; but if the fluid
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be, (as we .have shown it to be) moved by another faculty, 'which though
subject to, is distinct from the will,
the concentration of the . will is no
more necessary here than it is in the
application of any of the other powers.
In all the voluntary acts of man, such
as th}nking, moving, looking, speaking, etc., the will comes in as the first
mover, because on it depend the
faculties which are the immediate
principles of those acts, and which
are moved and set to work by it.
The stronger the will for their application, the more efficient an d constant will be the action of the faculties subject to that will; hence, in
order to obtain from them a more
abundant. effect, one should above all
things spur the ' wilL
The effect,
however, does not belong to the will,
but to those faculties; and the 'only
influence of the will upon the effect
is that it brings into action the faculty
which by its own virtue produces that
effect. When this virtue is exhausted,
that is to say, when it has reached the
limit allotted to it by the Creator,
every effort of the will to push it beyond those limits is useless; and
therefore · however strongly the will
may concentrate its energy, it will
never achieve anything more. Thus
a teacher who is anxious that a pupil
should make progress in his studies,
does well to spur his win; but since it
is not the will which understands or
learns, but the intellect, if that be dull
and slow, the pupil will not profit,
nor will any effort of the will avail to
.give him sharpness and vigor.
The
. teacher would act absurdly if, knowing the mental incapacity of his pupil,
he should persist in saying to him,

1he .lI{ystery
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," Study hard, believe firmly, will resolutely; and you will succeed." The
same thing happens in all the other
cases wherein the will makes use of
the forces of the soul or body to attain its end; and ought to happen in
the case of mesmerism, SUPPOSIng the
jlu£d to be set in motion, not ~Y a~y
immediate act of the WIll, but ~y a
mottueJorce lz"ke Iha~ whzch moves the
limbs, The energy of the 'will would
therefore avail nothing to the effect
directly, but would only be of use in
so far as it would set the motive facul ty to work in applying the instrument
which must produce the effect. The
famous -saying, "Wzll and belieue" of
Puysegur and Deleuze, and indeed of
all mesmerists, will ' have no 'other
sense or force than in the case of any
other voluntary act. The difference
which mesmerists attempt to establish between mesmeric and other
effects, attributing to the fanner a special dependence on the will, 1)0 longer finds place; the "magnetic energy
of the will" becomes a chimera; and
the explanation of the mesmeric effects
must not be drawn ,from the free and
'indefinite, power of the will, but, as in
all other voluntary acts, from the '
nature and laws of that special faculty
which (by moving the magnetic fluid) '
produces the effects in question.
The partisans of mesmerism are
very far from accepting
these
conditionsj because in the will and
its magic efficacy of mesmerizing lie
the very pivot and base of their
theory. But this matters not to us:
Let them decide whether their theory of the "magnetic fluid," can
be better sustained (a.) by the adoption of the numerous absurdities in-
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volved in the ,immediate and physical
action of he will upon the fluid; or'(b.)
by giving up this action, and submitting
the magnetic equally with the nervous fluid to the motive power and its
laws . All we are concerned with at
present is to examine the latter hypothesis and its consequences, so as
to ascertain whether or not it can be
admitted as an explanation of the
cause of mesmerism .
Looking into the matter somewhat
more closely, the questions which
occur to us are thes e,- Does there
exist within us any power capable of
moving the magnetic fluid ?-:-nay"
does the magnetic fluid itself exist
within us?
And, granting that it
exists, is it subject to the motive
power, so that we ca n set it in motion
at our pleasure, as we do our limbs?
By what proofs are the existence and
action of this fluid substantiated?
By the mesmeric facts r Nay, this
would betobeg the question, for the
true cause o~ those facts is the very
point at issue, Besides, whilst it is
certain that these effects can be accounted for by attributing them to
some other cause than the fluid, it is
very difficult, if it be not impossible,
to account for all of them by means
of the fluid. The mesmeric writers
do not care, however, to elucidate
this point. You may search all their
works for such elucidation: nowhere
will you find such a thing as a positive, 'direct argument for the existence
of the fluid. They either assume its
existence, as an evident fact, or they
are satisfied if you grant its possibility.
The only argument attempted by
them which seems to possess any
value whatever in proving the ex
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istence, or at least the possibility
of the existence of the organic
fluid, and in illustrating its manner of
action, is the analogy which they suggest between it and the nervous fluid.
Many, indeed, identify the magnetic.
with the nervous fluid, say~ng that the
former is nothing but a manifestation
of the latter. Let us see, then, \V hat
this analogy i§ worth. Let us suppose
that, as there exists within 'us a nervous fluid, ' which, when moved and

(To
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directed, by that vital power of the
soul which we have called ' the motive
faculty, sets in motion the limbs of
the body, so also there exists within
us a magnetic fluid subject to the
same power, and destined to produce a special set of erfects called
magnetic.
Let us see now \vhether .or not this
is a probable explanation of the difficulty.

continued.)
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the hand of Love Divine
I ts bounty on the poor outpours!
The orphan kneels at Mary's shrine,
.And wins the grace his faith im plores:
Homeless, a home, a Mother finds,
A sister's love, a father's care;
.
And', shielded from the world's rude winds,
Pours forth his soul in grateful prayer,

Irzsh Fallh

~ and

Purzly.

IRISH FAITH AND PURITY.

(J AMES

T.

WALSH,

LANDED in Ireland about the
middle of winter. The unstained
snow had thrown its cloak of dazzling
white over hill and dale; and as I gazed, I could not but think how fitting
an emblem it was of that noble and
beautiful purity which marks In)' native
land above all others. ' 'Ah" thought
I, "how far does this grace of purity
excel all earthly gifts! What has Ireland done to merit so pre.-eminent a
And then my mind wangrace?"
dered to other and less favored lands;
lands which had merely thzs world's
wealth or power of which fa boast .;
and remembering that they too were
once parts of Christ's mystical body,
but now, alas! had cut themselves off
therefrom, I could not but connect
their fall Irorn purity with their fall from
faith. But Ireland-c-Ireland, the horne
of my love-had been also the chosen
home of God's love. She might say
"I have
with the great Apostle,
fought the good fight! I have' kept
the falthl" Faith, living faith alone,
could have won for her so choice
a gift as that of purity. And, as this
thought was passing through my mind,
I began to notice that the snow-white
mantle of which I just 1l0\V spoke,
was not complete. Here and there,
through the snow, there peeped out'
portions of that rich verdure which
underlay it everywhere. It seem~d as
though the dear land understood' my
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very thoughts, and answered them.
The living green of fallh was underneath; the spotless white of purity above.
In .Ireland it- is ' almost invariably
found that a woman brings' to her husband the best dowry he could ('esire .
-unblemished pur£ty. To that jewel
the Irish cling, as to a treasure too
precious to forfeit. N? earthly consideration 'can' prevail upon them to
part with it. · Threats .'m ay be used,
for instance, upon a . peasant ' girl;
or wealth may be made to glitter be.fore. her 'eyes; but threats and "allurements are alike unavailing"; her Christianity .is never forgotten; nay, death
itself, would be preferable in .her estimation, to the abandonment of her
holy state.
Nor does the fadh of Ireland diminish: on the contrary it daily increases; and the fervor, which in .
former times caused so many martyrs
to choose death rather than apostasy,
still burns in the breasts of the Irish
. Catholic. The great demonstrations
of faith which were exhibited a short
time ago, when Ireland was dedicated to the Sacred ' Heart of Jesus,
might alone suffice to assure us, if any
assurance were needed, that she will
ever persevere in the virtuous, though
oftentimes thorny, path which she
has trodden for so many centuries.
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THE LITTLE WHITE MICE.

T

H E Y were a white-headed cou.
pIe, below the , averag~ height
of men and women.
He was a general of the British
army, and had done good service in
India, where he had lived with his
wife many years, and where they had
acquired the name that heads this
story.
The little woman was the stronger
spirit. She ' ruled thelittle man with
a rod of iron . You would never
have suspected it, however, had you
been but a casual acquaintance ; for
you would invariably , have heard
her address him as "Johnnie, my
love," in the most sugary tones, and
with the sweetest of sweet smiles,
.H e always called her "Nannie nlY
dear;" and only those accustomed to
the accentuation of his voice detected
any obsequiousness in his pronunciation of these words .
They were pleasant to look upon,
were this ,L illiputian couple. . Their
long sojourn in England seemed to
'have removed all traces of the tropics
from their complexions. He was rosy-

cheeked, like a well preserved winter
apple; she fair as a lily, and as smooth
and unwrinkled of aspect ; so that
people said " W hat a beautiful old
lady !"
They were rich and had no chiL
dren; and their only troubles were
themselves. , She worried him from
morriing till night, out of pure affection ; always devising some fresh
means for the preservation of his
health, the delicacy of which was 'her
\\,orr1·
They kept a little carriage, which
was made almost air-tight, for fear
lest a 'breath of wind should blow
the little man's health away. It was"
drawn by two sleek ponies, and dri ven by a coachman who was small
and round like ' themselves. .T he
ponies kept up one pace all the year
round-a very, very slow trot. Had
they been instigated to any quicker
speed, they would have been infinitely surprised, and would probably have
fallen down in a fit of apoplexy.
Mrs. WhlYe Mouse was, as I have
said the .. stronger spirit.
She had
I

j

I
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made the general's fortune for him,
He was nothing but a little gambling
man of war, when she married him,
and like all the ga,mblers was much
in debt; but as he had a good income
from his military post, the lady, by
dint of saving and pinching and
holding a tight rein over him, soon
brought him out of debt, and at
last, by getting him to lend his sa vings to the native Indigo and rice
planters at enormous interest, actually
enriched him; so that when he was
placed on .the retired list, they cam e
home to E~gland, not only with his full
pension of £ ( ,500 a year, but with a
large accumulation of rupees besides.
Next to her .general himself
money was Mrs. Mouse's ruling passion. Indeed some malicious persons used to whisper that it was the
ruling one, and that her intense interest in her husband's health arose
from the mortal terror she felt at the
idea of losing fifteen hundred pounds
a year.
. Be that as it may, his frail life
would never have lengthened out to
so long a period but for her care.
That ruddy blush on his cheel: was
not the result of health, but of the
port wine with w hich she dosed him ,
in judiciously limited quantities.
.T he relentlessness of the routine
\vhich guided the even tenorof my
aged relative's existence, filled my
youthful mind with vague uneasiness.
I said to myself, with all a boy's horror of restraint, "that" the life of man
was not worth much, if he was 'al\vays
to " .be. governed by Alma lJfater in ..
some shape or another;" and I secretly,sym pathised with the old man ,
when sometimes; after dinner, anima-
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ted with real old port (an extra glass of
which he took, when Mrs. lVIouse
happened to be absent) he would send
me to ascertain that she was well out
of hearing, and would then strike up,
in cracked and trembling accents,
the old refrain,-:"The Pope he leads a jolly life;
He hath no care of wedded wife;" etc-

Ever since General Mouse's arrival
in England, he had been roused out of his bed at 8 o'clock A. 1\1., washed,
dres~ed, and set down to breakfast by
nine; then allowed to read the newspapers .till ten; after which he underwent preparation for his daily drive,
It took about an hour to, get him
ready. F'irst there was an extra pair
of warm stockings to be put on; then
a woollen comforter to be wound
round his neck; then, unless the day
was a very warm one, he was enveloped in a huge fur-lined coat, with
cap to match, and his hands were encased in a warm pair of: gloves. He
looked, when so attired, like an Esquimaux, going for a walk in the
arctic regions, instead ofa small
English general about to take a carriage drive on the Brighton Esplanade.
.
"Oh, Nannie my dear, L'm so hot jn
he. would sometimes meekly cornplain.
"
,
"Tut tut l ' would say the determined little lady mouse, pushing him
gently out of doors, and ,waiting to
see 'him safely shut up in the coach
by th~ coachman, and carried off by
the ponies.
At one o'clock -the WhzlelJ1ieedined;
and I, being agod-son of the general's, wasfrequently their guest.
My parents, who were strict discic
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plinarians, never allowed me ,to speak
The general was busily plying knife
at meaLtimes, unless in answer to, and fork 1 in the m ost matter of fact
some questioner; but I shall never
manner, when Mrs. Whlte lIfOuse eleforget my silent astonishment at the
vated her shade, and looked over at
general's tactics, the first time I dined
his plate.
with him. It was a bright sunshiny
"Oh, Johnnie my love," said she,
day; one of those days, so rare in
with her regulation smile, "what a
England, of almost Italian lightsome- good appetite' you have to-day 1" It
ness; and on .such occasions Mrs.
never occurred to the dear soul to
Whzle Mouse always wore a green ,observe that Johnnie in disposing of
shade over her eyes, and ' made her .the meat had made away with the
general do the same,
bones also!
After dinner, when he and I were
When, she had gone round to his
alone, I took courage to ask Iny
chair, and pulled down his ' shade till
it occupied the exact position over cousin about this matter. "You see,
his nose that her's did on her own phy-. my boy," he explained, "Mrs, lVIouse:
requires me,sometimes, to eat more
siognom y, she took her place 9PPO-:site him at the table, and caused a than I can digest: so I adopt this little
certain amount of chicken -to be pla- stratagem, which satisfies us both"
ced before him; after which she ' at~e.~ides," continued he, laughing good
humoredly, and showing thereby his
, .
"tenc'ed to her guests.
While she was engaged "in an ani- perfectly preserved white teeth, which
mated conversation with an elderly formed a bright. contrast to his red
gentleman who sat at her right hand, .: cheeks, "It enables me to give away
I :ob served that the general cautious- a little . in charity; for to-morrow, I
ly lifted up his green shade and look- shall take that food, when I go out
ed furtively across at his wife, and driving, and give '. it to some beggar
then drew out of his pocket a news; child."
This was one among many funny
paper, which he proceeded noiselessly
to unfold and lay across his knees, un- scenes which I witnessed at the house
der the table. I being 'seated close of the whzie. mice; but occasionally I
Mrs.
had a painful experience.
to him, he could not conceal these
fthzle Mouse was one of these fasciproceedings from me; indeed he did
not attem pt to do so, but gave me. nating women who reign as queens in
society, and at home are the veriest
a knowing wink from under the
of untamed shrews; and nothing
green shade. Then, from time to
raised her ire so greatly as any disotim e, at opportune moments, he
transferred pieces of chicken from
bedience on the part of her General.
. One day, he came home with a bad
the plate 't o the newspaper, until at
length the greater quantity of his din- cold; and by dint of cross-questioning,
she elicited the fact that contrary to
ner lay upon pis knees, under the
her orders he had emerged from his
He then deliberately folded
table.
the paper, and replaced it, together close carriage, and, taken a . walk on
the beach, in order, to enjoy the cool
with its contents, in hIS pocket.
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and refreshing bree;.;e; "for, Nannie some slight inflam mation of the bow
dear, I was so hot 1" he pleaded.
else
To allay this, Mrs. W hZle
Mrs. Mouse's pale face became,
]J£ouse determined to administer a
at this news, as ruddy2ts her lord's;
mustard poultice, and that in such a
and bursting into fierce invectives
manner that it should cover, the seat
against her Johnnie, she flung .her of the disorder, With this object
green shade at hirn, and stamped
she sought the precincts of the kitchher tiny foot upon the ground, in a
en, and with the aid of the sym paperfect fury; while he walked up and
thising landlady, soon had the plaster
ready, and , hastened back with it.
down the room wringing his hands.
and saying, '~Oh, Nannie my dear 1- But it was night-time; and, as ill
Do stop]" And once I thought I de- luck would have it, the . corridor ,was
tected a tear trickling down his apple
long, and .dimly lighted, and the numcheek; and I did not despise him for
bers on the doors indistinct. I never
it; ,for I remembered that he was heard. the full details of the catastronow a very old man, and that I had '. phe; butthe upshot of the matter was
that 1\'lrs. Jifouse, having at length
heard my father say he had, in his
young days, been an exceedingly . found " the right room, rushed, in a
state .'of the gr~atest dismay and contough little warrior.
But the funniest thing of all was a - . fUSIon-and without the poultice-up
to her General's bedside, and there
story I ~nce heard my father tell my
falling down on her knees and covermother about them.
It appears that they were stopping ing her face ',vith ' her hands, cried
at some country inn, where the gen- . "duf- " O h, Johnnie; 11l.Y love! I put it
ON THE \VRONG MA~ 11"
eral had, with his usual indiscretion,
taken a bad cold, which i~volved
I
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THE SISTERS OF CHARITY IN CAL1FORNIA.

(FIRST RHETORIC CLASS.)

t~e great
St. Vincent de Paul, a holy
French lady established in / Paris,
nearly two centuries and a half ago,
a "small community from which were
destined to spring the numerous and ,
glorious houses of Charity which have
since adorned all parts of Christendom. And that deep abiding tenderness for -the poor which so preeminently characterized the first foundress
of the Order, the saintly Madame Le
Gras, "has continned to be the distinguishing mark of the Sisters of Charity, her offspring.
Happy indeed was the day, both
for the city and diocese, when the advanced guard, so to speak, of the
good Sisters, first penetrated to San
Francisco. It was in the .year 1852
that they arrived in" Happy Valley,"
a name which was in strange contrast
with the realities of the place so called; and which, but for one cheerful
exception to its otherwise-cheerless
aspect-viz: the group of pleasant
faces \V hich greeted 'them on their arrival-would have seemed as if used
in irony.
When the carriages containing the
Sisters drove up before the entrance
of the old brown house which then
answered the purpose of ' Church and

U
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'School-though .now-a-days it would
be regarded as a very poor apology
for a barn-the wonder and curiosity
of the children were such ,as to 'remind on-lookers of the amazement of
the Indians "who greeted Columbus
and his followers on their first arri val
in the ~ ew World. That very evening, notwithstanding the scarcity of
newspapers, the news of the Sisters"
arrival reached every home in ' "the
City; for the tongues of the little
prattlers more than did the newsman's
work,
O~ the jd of September in the
same year the first little orphan "was
received; another came on the 5th;
and "scarcely a week passed, after th at
which did not witness the addition of
some little one whom the cholera
(then widely prevalent) had bereft of
its natural guardians; or whose parents; having arrived in a strange land
unprovided, had died miserably of
want. How many blighted hopes
were buried in the cemeteries of those
early days!
In Oct., 185 I, six weeks after the
arrival of the Sisters, the school for
extern scholars was opened. The
class-rooms served " as dormitories
during the night: and every morning
the beds were taken up, and as duly
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re-arranged in the evening.
and the room which had formerly
The Archbishop, on his return
been used as a Church was placed at
from the East
January ' 18 53, called
the disposal of the Sisters. Still the
on the Sisters. It was "Sunday evenaccommodations were not sufficient
ing; and it was therefore natural
for their needs; and a plan for a new
'e nough that one of his first questions and 'extensiveAsylum was drawn up,
.should be, whether theyhad had Ves- the Sisters not having $5. 0 0 in the
pel's and Benediction. "No indeed,"
house wherewith to build it. "God is
they replied; "there is no one to sing good," said they; and on receiving
but the ' frogs!" The surroundings inthe Archbishop's assent to this truth,
deed were so low and marshy th~t the they proceeded.
croaking ' of' the frogs had become
On the first Monday in May, work
quite familiar to them; but the good
was commenced. All the gentleSisters determined that the frogs
men of the city had been ' invited by
should not have all the ill usic .to
the good Pastor, Father Maginnis" to
themselves; an:d "Rose'of the Cross,"
assist in removing the sand; and
"Jesu, the , very 'thoug ht of Thee,"
many of the most prominent were on
and many other such sweet Hymns, .the spot at the time appointed, vying
soon resounded through the valley.
with one another as to who should do
Time went on; and soon the old
the tnost work. The new Asylum
brown house was in such ' a 'c o nd ition
was completed in Decem ber 18 54,
that the Sisters 'were not infrequently and on the Feast of he Immaculate
compelled to hold an umbrella over Conception, was solemnly placed unthe humble meal which they were
del' the protection of Mary Im macupreparing, lest the clouds should in- , late, whose Medal had been found on
terfere with their cookery. Both Sisthe site. The building cost $45,000;
te,rs and children, too, while at dinner; and in a few years the whole of this
would have to put logs or bricks un- sum was refunded to the different
del' their. feet, to keep them dry.
persons who had advanced it to the
And the childrens' beds, though dry Sisters on loan. , -'
when they entered them at night,
The num bel' of children in the
, would be found in the morning satu- Asylurn on Market street, as well
, rated by the dews of heaven.
as in the Day School, increased",',
This of course could not be allowso rapidly that once more the accorn- "
ed to last, and a collection was made
modations were found far too s~l'aI1 '
for the orphans at St. Franc'is' Church,
for the requirements; and, again, aVallejo street; on which occasion the
new building was' proposed.
'
Archbishop marked his sense of the
The good pastor, Father Maginni~:;" /
, emergency by taking off his gold chain ' generously donated a lot on Jessie
and laying it on the plate as his con- Ste'et, to be used for a School; and
tribution, The sum of $ 1,500.00 was , on the t oth of July 1858, the Feast 'o f
realized; ,~hich covered the old house Our Lady of Mount Carmel, the corner
with a new roof.
stone was laid 'by His Grace the ArchIn 1854, a 'n ew chnrch was built,
bishop, who was assisted by Father
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Maginnis himself.. : The total cost of
this building was $20,000.00; and
this debt, like the former, was liqui·'d ated in the course of
few years.
The 'School was, in due time, blessed
by the Archbishop, and placed under
the patronage of St Vincent de Paul;
. and on the 25th of January 1859, it
was opened for the reception of scholars.
'O n the rst of May 1861, a Novitiate,
or more properly a Seminary, for the
Sisters of Charity "vas commenced at
Los Angeles, where a Mission had
been opened in i 856, by five Sisters
from St. Joseph's House, Emrnitsburgh. For some time after their arrival they were hospitably entertained by
a good Spanish lady, Dona Isabella
Del Valle; but in the course of a few
weeks they took up their abode on
the Wilson Estate, where their Institution now stands. Prospects in Los
Angeles were far ' from encouraging;
but the good Sisters struggled on,
against poverty and obstacles .of every
kind; and now they have a large and
commodious building. and one of the
finest gardens in the city, planted with
fruit-trees of every variety. 'They have
charge of the County Hospital, which
is located about a rnilefrom the city.
In December 1857, another party
of Sisters (also . from Emrnitsburgh)
opened a school in Santa Barbara;
on the z ath of June 1862, the Sisters
.took possession of St. John's School,
at San Juan, Monterey Co., which they
continued to direct until 1870; and
on Xmas Eve of the year last mentioned the School of the Holy Cross,
at Santa Cruz, was commenced, under auspices thoroughly 'in keeping
with the works of St. Vincent. A poor

a

damp adobe building was all that had
been prepared for the Sisters; and
they took their Christmas dinner from
a board placed across two old boxes.
On .the sth of October 18.64, a school,
under the invocation .of St. Mary,
was commenced at Virginia City"
Nevada, by Sisters sent from the Orphan Asylum, San Francisco. It was
humble enough in its .begin n ing, but
its effects are now felt far and wide
amongst the people of that State.
In July, 1867, S1. Vincent's House,.
Petaluma, was opened. Poor as were
its found resses, they had a least a
table, and one too which did credit to
their ingenuity; for they made it
themselves, in a fractional part of a
minute, by turning a wash-tub downside up.
They have other ta bles
now, however; and in all respects the
institution is flourishing.
The number of children in the
Francisco' Orphan Asylum still increasing, it w~s proposed to purchase
some land a short distance from the
city, 'o n \vhich .to build an Asylum
for the younger' children. Through
the exertions of
Dr. Bennett,
whose name is prominent among
those of the most generous benefactors of the orphans, (he having with
the most fatherly care attended the
Asylum professionally for twenty
years), a tract of land containing fifty
two acres was purchased at South
. San Francisco for $8.000.00. Shortly afterwards the "Weldon Homestead," a tract of five acres was purchased for $1,800.00 On this lot
st.ood a neat cottage" almost buried
among vines and rose-trees, In that
snug little garden, apart from the
. noise and bustle ' of ' the city, the
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'choicest of plants, the young founder, of benefiting the poor ,children,
ing ' infants
\vere ' reared with
the sale was deferred, and 'a loan of
care.
Two 'Sisters and
twelve
$75,000.00' raised on the property;
little child~en took possession of the
A handsome .frame building was comhouse all the zd ot July 186 I.
menced, the corner-stone' of which
the fall of ' 1862. a large four-story 'was laid Decem bel' 8, 1869, by the
frame building was erected for the use
Very Rev. James Croke, ,V.G .
of the infants, :w hich on the r oth of
The Market Street property was
not sold until 'J u ne 1872, .and then
March 1863 was solemnly blessed by
the Archbishop, and placed under
produced no more than $291,875.25.
Six months were allowed to finish
the patronage of St. Joseph,. who is
represented over the entrance, hold- the new Asylum, as the work had
ing an infant in his arms, and having
been stopped for want of funds; but
around him the words of David, "My at the expiration of that time it \VaS
father and mother have forsaken me,
still unfinished; and consequently the
but the Lord hath taken rne up." Sisters and children had to remain
Upwards of fifty infants are annually two months longer at their old horn e,
received here, to whom the above for \v hich they were required to pay
words are particularly applicable, berent at the rate of $ 1,000.00 per
sides other small children, to the month. As no , other arrangement
number of one hundred and forty or ' co uld be made with 'the purchaser
thereabouts, whose parents have been
of the property, Mr. T. Parrott generfound incapable, either from poverty ously undertook to be responsible for
01' from sickness, of providing for
the rent as long as the Sisters mig ht
be obliged to stay. They moved on
them.
And now carne the orphans' first
the r ath of February 1873; though .
grief-t:he death of their dear and ven- the new Asylum was not ready, even
erable Pastor, Father Maginnis, of then, for their reception.
Mr. T.
whom our space will not allow us to Parrott, and Mr. ' J. A. Donohoe,
, speak here, but whose useful life and
who .had joined him in the charitable
undertaking, faithfully kept their proholy deathmight well form the subject
mises, and met the demand for the
of a 's pecial article.
two month's rent; an 'action on their
In July 1862" another large building was erected on IVIarket Street,
parts which was in perfect accordance
with their antecedents as faithful and
which cost $40,000.00. This loan
was not paid off until the sale of the generous benefactors of the orphans,
and which they will pardon us, we
property,
. But the location on Market Street trust, for mentioning in this place.
' T he principal support of the orwas found to ' be at once too pu blic and
tOO limited for the good of the chil- phans was the revenue derived firstly
dren: and the Sisters eventually deter- from the annual Fairs held for their
benefit, and secondly from the appromined to sell, and to remove the orNo
phans to Mount St. Joseph's, at South priations made by the State.
San Francisco. In the hope, howev- regular appropriaton of the kind was

In
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made until 1870, when an Act was
passed allowing $50.00 per annum
for the support of every orphan strictly so called, and $25.00 for .every
"half" orphan.
Besides this there
was a special appropriation of $8,000.
00 for two years.
The pro rata appropriation has been increased, in the
present year, from $5°. 00 to $75.00
and from $2 S.00 to $50.00 for orphans and half orphans respectively;
besides which the bounty of a half orphan has been allowed for every' 'abandoned" child . . The special appropriation has been lessened however to
$4,000.00 for two years.
But, the 'funds in the State Treasury running low, the orphans have
received, in fact, only $5,23°.00 since
January last, and have consequently
been without any regular means of
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support.
,
For this -reason it is ' especially incumbent on those who can help that
they should help. And can we not all
help more or less? On us who
constitute the "public" of the State 0
California, ' and more especially oJ? the
inhabitants of the great and thriving
city in which the Sisters' charitabl~
work is carried on, rests at this moment the duty-or rather the prz'vilege-of ministering to the needs
of Christ, through the poor o~
phans. .m must do it, individually
and severally, man by man, woman
by wo~an, nay even child by child,
or it will remain undone; and then
the sin, and the . sponsibility for that
sin, . will be ours. But that-pl~ase
God !-shaI~ never be.'
.

A Gathering

o.f the Oullets~

JUNIOR DEPARTMENT.

A GA.T HERING OF THE OWLETS.
(By Owlets of the Fifth English.)

OT long since, a meeting of
joyous owlets was 'held
under the
venerable beak of
Father Owl himself; and as he was
well pleased, not only with the object
of the happy gathering, but also with
the good things said therein, 'we, a
, live reporter of his own staff, have
thought it proper to present to you,
kind readers, a selection, from the
choice things we overheard.
Besides the set speeches prepared
for the occasion, several ow lets rela'ted charming facts, and each narrator
desired Father Owl to declare which
fact he deemed the most beautiful:
but His Sapient Paternity refused to

N

give a judgment in so delicate a case;
for he has such a tender heart that he
would not run the risk of woundiug
the feelings of even the hum blest
owlet. The decision, then, must be
rendered by each individual reader.
Each owlet stepped forward, turned
his head three times around in a circle, * made a low bow to the assembled company, and then began, in a
low voice. If his menlory failed hi~
he would seize a pitcher of water
which stood near by, and would take
a drink; ' and during this strategic operation thunders of applause would
shake the old room "No. 58."
The first owlet told us of

'"fHE STRANGERS ROOlVI.
WHAT I am about to relate, I heard
some years since from a good authority. Years ago, when California was
yet the home of the redman, and
when dwellings of civilized people
were "few and far between," Don

- - had a large ranch in one of the
lower counties. H is house was the
first sig-n of civilization which met
the ani'lousgaze 'o f the weray traveller as he emerged from the southern
deserts. This'house was nrithing more

'* Onr editorial heart throbbed with sympathy and apprehension as we read this paragraph. We thought one of the owlets' heads must certainly have been twisted off; in
this operation. Our devil, however, 'whom .we instantly despatched to No. 58, to make
enquiries, returned with the , satisfactory .assurance that all was right, and that the owlets
could' perform stranger feats than that, without frijury.-[E~~, ?wi.]
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than an adobe building: yet it was
Otole: flo. 3 approved the action of
very commodious; and in those early
the young German; and continued,times, it was one of the finest residel{ces throughout the whole reach of , " I shall tell you of a nobler deed,of
country from the Gulf of California a .grcatc r c ha rity., Listen to the story
to the Bay of San Francisco. -As the ' of the
footsore and belated traveller apCHILD MARTYR .
proaches the residence of Don - a lam p burning in a window attracts
I have in mv room a life of the
his attention, and thither he turns his
Blessed Charles Spinola, S. ]., who
weary steps, He has been here be~'vas burnt aliv~ for the faith, in Japan,
~e opens 't he door, enters,
fore.
In. 162~, and It contains nlany good
~nd having un?r~ssed himself jumps
things about the heroes of the Cross.
I11tO
bed, and 111 a few moments
But now I will speak only of Blessed
dreams of horne. ' H e sleeps on till
Ignatius Georgi, who shed his blood
the morrow's sun bids 'him arise and
for Christ at the age of four veal's .
speed . along. A 'war m breakfast, a
His father had been 'burried in i 6 19,'
fervent "God bless vou l ' and then
for harboring the .m issiona ries. Ignathe traveller hastens forward, praising tius, then one year old , turned to his '
Providence for such wondrous charmother, and exclaimed "Yes I shall
ity in the wilds of wild California. ~
be a martyr ; and you' too, d~ar moThat day Don - - was happy, and
ther; but my sister will not. " Three
gave thanks to God, who had sent a years after this, 'the mother and child
, guest for "the stranger's room."
,
were arrested and condemned to
death, because they were Christians.
This fact was loudly applauded by
At the same time and place B. Charthe owlets; and then owlet No. 2 wishles Spinola and a multitude of other
lovers of Jesus Christ shed their blood
ed to say something about
for the sweet name of our Lord.
This Christian mother hastened with
T\VENTY-FIVE CENTS.
a joyful heart to the place, of imrnolaTwenty-five cents is a small piece tion, and as she entered the sacred
:- of ~poney; yet it can often purchase arena, she intoned that 'sacred hyrn n
of triumph and praise, Laudate Domimuch happiness.
SOI11e years ago
B. Charles
a fire destroyed a num bel' of build- num omnes gentes, etc.
had already been tied to the stake,
ings in Santa Clara. Several persons
lost nearly all they had. The college when she entered and as soon as he
perceived her he saluted her, and then
boys came nobly forward to the resasked, "Where is In y little Ignatius?','
cu~ of the sufferers, Among the stu dents was a little German who had but "Here!" replied the heroic mother
leading her son forward; "1 would
twenty-five cents, his weekly allowance for candy. .of which he was very not deprive him of the only happiand.
Running up to a large boy ness I could give him. See, nl)' dear
son, this is Father ,Charles who made
who had 'been collecting . money to
aid the losers) he said, "Here! Take vou a child of God: ask his blessinz "
my twenty-five cents! I'm not going The' child knelt down, clasped his
little hands, and besought B. Charles
to ,buy any candy this week; I wish to
to bless him. The Father raised his
give my money to the poor. ' A nd I
eyes towards Heaven, and invoked
feel so much happier. On, I feel so
.good. " I know it will do me more the . blessing of God upon that little
hero, whom four .vears ,befo re he had
good " than the: candv.": . And as he
, uttered, this noble 'se ntim ent, his' f~ce 'bap tized . , At , this ,, the . assern bled
thousands burst into acclamations of
was radiant with joy.
i

<
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admiration; whereupon the Pagan
President ordered the executions to
Many were beheaded, the
beg-in.
rest were burned at the stake. Little
Ig-natius beheld the head of his mother struck off: but he neither wept
nor did his heart fail him; and when
.his turn carne, he calmly bowed his
head, and awaited in silence the stroke
which made him a martyr of Jesus

Christ,
The Owlets were filled with admiration at this recital; especially No.
4, who exclaimed, ,', That recalls to
my memory another grand fact
about the martyrs of that same Japan."
He then related for us some things
which occurred in the great persecution of 1612.
. CROWN OF GLORY.

In 1612 Daifu-Sama deterrnined to
root out Christianity from the soil of
Japan. Vain desire of a vain man l
. He sent thousands to Heaven by
the glorious \vay of Martyrdorn ; but"he
could not blot out the name of Jesus
from the breasts of those faithful Japanese. Honor, pleasures, life -were
nothing to them, if they could not
serve the Lord Jesus. I will state
a few facts concerning the sublime
death of a mother and her two children, during the Great Persecution.
Blessed Mundo, with her daughter
Magdalen, aged twenty years-and her
son James only twelve, are condemned
to die by fire. They are tied to seIJarate stakes, and the flames in a moment hiss and whirl around them .
.As soon as the cords holding the boy
are burnt; he rushes forth from th~
fire. Oh horror 1 Is he going to deny his God? No! no 1 Thank God,
no! See! He rushes into the flames
where his mother stands.
Sublime
mother 1 Sublime son! Ye are worthy of each other. "My son," exclaims the mother, "look up to Heaven; say, Yesus, Mary)." The child
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obeys, ' and thrice repeats, "Jesus
Mary;" and then sinks upon his glorious bed of fire; the mother falls
upon him; and their souls ascend
to Jesus. The daughter presents ~
still more wonderful sight: she remains upright arnid . the crackling
flames, as if they had no power to
burn or harm . her; . her eyes are
raised upwards, and she seems to behold the open portal of the eternal
home. But stop I-She stoops down,
picks up the fiery ' coals, and places
them npon her head in the form of
a crown I She is ready; her trium ph
is at hand: she reclines upon the burning couch; her virgin soul quits her
bodv, and she mounts to follow the
Lamb whithersoever He goeth, and
to sing that song which virgins alone
can sing.

Owlet NO.5, was anxious to say
something about St. Vincent de Paul
We send a short extract which you
may call
A MIRACLE.

"Miracles are com mon enough, " he
said ; "but such miracles as the following are very rare.
St. Vincent de
Paul had been appointed Almoner
General of all the Galleys in France.
In order to avoid a public reception
and ovation, as well as to be ' able to
inform himself of the real state of affairs, he went to Marseilles in (lisguise.
No one recognised him. In his visits
to the galleys, 'he found a poor prisoner in despair. This wretched man
had a wife and family who were reduced to great misery on account of
the absence of the prisoner. St. Vincent's heart was touched deeply at
the sight of so much misery; and as
the prisoner "~ as more ' unfortunate
than criminal, he resolved to free him.
With this object St. Vincent proposed
to the overseer to allow him to take
the place of the culprit, whilst the
latter returned to his . family. God,
Who had inspired 81. Vincent to

A GatherIng
make the offer, also inspired the
overseer to accept it. . The prisoner
was released and hastened to his
family; whilst ' Vincent toiled away
in the galleys. He remained thus,
for t\VO weeks, before it was discovered that he was the Almoner General.And had he not been found out,
he would have labored on, until the
end of the time for which the prisoner had been condemned. This is charity-s-yca a M/racle of Charity. "
WHEN

the last owlet had sat down

. am id imrnense applause, Owlet No.6
;:arose and made the following re'm arks, which he said he hoped Father
<O wl would make public, inasmuch as
t he senior students, who had the
-management of the magazine ~o long,
.s eemed to have neglected the subject
...of polittcs altogether.
OUR POLITICS.
WE are American citizens: that is,
'we shall be when we grow up; a fact
· which we are seriously determined to
.accom plish; and hence we are resolved to become true, patriotic" large.souled, long-pursed freemen,
~
Then do not think its.trange that
,w(~· "me dd le .in politics, DQ net .speak
-te us of ttlile c.',d~ rty pool of lPQlhic~..'"'
\We ,see ~thrQugb ~TQl:lr .schern e. You
-send us to school, and tl.eU ,O:t!11" mo..thers to stay at home. 13ut'w,e know
t hat in politics we shall find our true
s chool; for there 'W ~ shall learn the

0/
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grand principles of self-government
and self-support; there we shall learn
how to appropriate our neighbors'
goods without running the danger of
imprisonment; nay, without , even
breaking the laws of G09 ; for shall
we not still be "Mernbers of the
Church? " Yes: our sphere is certainly that of politics; because we
shall have the great consolation of
serving our country} while at the
same tirne we shall be steadily increasing our fortune.
Yes, comrades, we have rights!
We have. as ill uch right, for instance,
to Uncle Sam's money vas anybody
else; and unless we be stirring, our
rights will be tram pled upqn, and U ncle Sam will be robbed by others. .
Arouse ye, sluggards! Let us he up
and doing! 'Tis sweet to live
once on and .for one's country.
Let us state ou r princi pIes clearly .
We go with Grant whilst he goes
with us. We are not Democrats, nor
Repu blicans, nor Independents-s-unless these parties happen to be in
power, and will assist us to save our
great and glorious land. .
We do not intend to go aboard of
any sinking ship : We will sail in the
Ship of State as long as we are able
to do so; that is, as lonK as 11 pays;
and be sure we shall make it pay; for
we are in favor of all kinds of revenue; we are in favor of issuing more
currency, and we glory in seeing our
mountains pour forth their golden
wealth. Yes ; we would develop and
protect every source of revenue.

at
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

~bitor' s ~ablt.
The De'vil's

wo-u,

and the Printer's, too, has been so greatly increased of late at the College
Press, by the publication of a temporary journal, entitled Our LZllle Orphans,
that we have been unavoidably forced to sacrifice the time which those
officials usually devote to bringing out THE OWL, and thereby, of course, to
delay its publication.
,,\re must throw ourselves on the kindness of our patrons and friends, as to
this matter; merely saying that we have little doubt of their extending that
kindness to us, when we inform them that Our Lzzlle Orphans was a paper
gotten up by our students generally, for the benefit of the Orphan Asylum of
the Sisters of Charity at San Francisco, and published during the Fancy Fair
held on their behalf in that city.
All orphans are received at this Asylum, quite irrespectively of their religion, and all are equally cared for by the good Sisters; so that the institution .is not what is called" denominational," but may fairly claim the support
of everyone who loves the orphan and the ' destitute. So ' clearly, indeed, is
this acknowledged by Californians, in general, and so extensive is the good
work which is known 'to be done by the Sisters, that they have been in the
receipt of State aid for many year~; and the special reason why the recent exertions on their behalf have been made, is that the State funds on which they
had been to some extent relying, have, this year , fallen short of the amount
promised.
Various mem bers of THE OWL staff have been working, firstly with their
pens, and secondly at the crank with their shoulders, to help Our , LZIIle Orphans into the world; and we are autho1rized by the Sapient Bird himself to
say th~t he has .been 'a willing hol?caust upon the altar of charity. The only
thing about which either he or we feel any anxiety, is that our subscribers and
patrons shall appreciate and condone his self-sacrifice; which will certainly
throw the present issue of the Magazine greatly behindhand.
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THERE is no escaping Professor John Tyndall, try as hard as you may.
And. paradoxical ' as the assertion nlay seem, if you reverse the process and
give him chase, you can never get a firm grab at his 'c oat tails. He will certainly escape you. As an old Santa Clara poet, "regardless of grammar,"
once sang:
"\Vhen you - think that you've got him,
You find that 'it's not him."

He is an atheist, if words have any meaning. Not, on the maturest con
sideration, does. he retract his .atheisrn . I-Ie only adds to it the statement that
he believes in God. Now of course we are not going into such a question as
this; in the editorial columns of THE OWL; though it nlay perhaps be allowed
us to suggest that the clue to the reconciliation of these apparently conflicting
, statements, lies in all probability in the different ideas with which he and we
should pronounce that II01y Name, GOD. We only notice the point in order
to account for the readiness of certain college journals to express more or less
of concurrence in his views
There is the Aurora, for instance, of Belleville College, Ontario, a really
thoughtful and creditable paper, and one with which it gives us pleasure to
exchange, but which nevertheless ' has evidently strong sympathy with the
materialistic school" as represented by Tyndall. It does not, certainly, con1- '
mit itself to anything definite; but its very able and ihteresting com ments on
Tyndall's "Address," though carrying with them a great show of impartiality,
betray clearly enough the (conscious or unconscious) bent of their author's
mind. , ' .
We think we are right in supposing the article to be a communique; forayoung .
philosopher, in statu pupzllarz', would surely have written in a different style; '
but the 'authorship is of minor importance: our present point is that a college
journal- like the Aurora ~akes itself responsible for such · ~enti n1 e n ts.
The skill with, under the guise of z"Jlpart;(llz~v (save the mark!) this clever
writer leads his young readers to the point of placing their Christianity and
Tyndall's materialism on the same level -divest.ing themselves, that is, of faith
in either-before they enter upon the consideration of the matter in dispute,
might fairly claim great praise from Professor Tyndall, if he were among the
Aurora's readers: but we cannot say that it commends itself quite so forcibly
to them inds of those who have, not yet thrown away their belief in revelation.
Let it not be ' said that we misrepresent the writer in the Aurora. vVe' do
not rest our impression of the article upon any particular words alone, but
upon its whole gist and tone, which would, we are perfectly satisfied, impress
any ord.inary Christian in th~ same way: unless indeed he were weak enough
I
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or ignorant enough to be caught by that appearance of impartiality to which
we have referred.
The College 0//0 for Novem ber has an article under the same' caption"l\1aterialjsnl"-as that in the Aurora, but written from a Christian point of
.view, and therefore, of course, commanding our sympathy. ' But it is not
equal in talent to the other. ~ e rather prefer to wind up by mentioning the
"four heads" of an anti-materialistic lecture which the Denison Collegzan tells
us was deli vered before the students of Denison University by a Dr. Behrends
with whose view of the matter the Collegzan sympathizes; and who asserted
Tyndall's philosophy to be (1) a philosophy of assumption, (2) a philosophy
which strikes at the root of all our knowledge, and so tends to universal scepticism, (3) a philosophy of chance and (4.) a philosophy of despair,

Let 'em' Alone!
WE have received from I'll. Gray, 625 Clay st., San Francisco, the following
l\1iJCH excitement has been created in certain quarters by the vehement lit-

erary onslaught which has been recently made upon the priests of Ireland, by
~n Irish gentleman residing not a hundred miles from San Jose, and well

known to many of us. He complains that the Irish priests interfere largely
ill politics. Well; why on earth shouldn't they? Is a .man to lose his political rights merely for being a priest? If our youthful advice were asked by
the gentleman aforesaid-which it never will be-we should say most decidedly, "Let .'em, (M) alone!"

Neu' Music.
New Music, "Oh, Don't We Cut a Dash," Schottische, by "Louis Bodecker;"
"When the Clock Strikes Eight," a song and dance, as sung by Annie Higgs,
words by James\V. Coyne, music by Enoch Freeman; "Golden Wine
Polka, " by G. C. Evans; "When the Stars Begin to Peep," a schottische by
C. Schurtz ; "The Mills have Closed to-day," a song, written by P. Arkwright
and composed by L. Von'lJer Niehden; "A Song of the Waves," written by
S'phz'nx and -composed hy Miss A. Ransom.
vVe have also received from F. W. Helmick, music publisher, 'of 278 West
Sixth street, Cincinnati, two songs, of which the first, entitled "Let me Dream
of ,H ome," is inoffensive enough in itself, nay, even rather pretty, though
. preceded by a nauseating lithograph of the coarsest kind. But the second,
entitled "Tell me Truly, Little Darling," written and composed by Frank
Lavarnie, is a production of which Frank Lavarnie ought to be ashamedand of course isn']. This also is ornamented by a lithograph, the producer of
which should be led
instant execution.

to
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or ignorant enough to be caught by that appearance of impartiality to which
we have referred.
The College Olto for November has an article under the same caption"l\1aterialisnl"-as that in the Aurora, but written from a Christian point of
.view, and therefore, of course, commanding our sympathy. · But it is not
equal in talent to the other. We rather prefer to wind up by mentioning the
"four heads' of an anti-materialistic lecture which the Denison Collegian tells
us was delivered before the students of Denison University by a Dr. Behrends
with whose view of the matter the Collegzan sympathizes; and who asserted
Tyndall's philosophy to be (I) a philosophy of assumption, (2) a philosophy
which strikes at the root of all our knowledge, and so tends to universal scepticism, (3) a philosophy of chance and (4) a philosophy of despair,

ERRATUM.
On page 147, the line "J* have recetued," etc., which immediately
follows the heading, "Let'em Alone," should follow the heading of the
next paragraph, "New Music."

Neu' Music.
New Music, -os, Don't We Cut a Dash," Schottische, by "~ouis Bodecker;"
"When the Clock Strikes Eight," a song and dance, as sung by Annie Higgs,
words by James ''\T. Coyne, music by Enoch Freeman; "Golden Wine
Polka," by G. C. Evans; "When the Stars Begin to Peep," a schottische by
C. Schurtz; "The Mills have Closed to-day," a song, written by P. Arkwright
and composed by L. VonDer Niehden; "A Song of the Waves," written by
,Sphz'nx and -composed hy Miss A. Ransom.
We have also received from F. V'l. Helmick, music publisher, of 278 West
Sixth street, Cincinnati, two songs, of which the first, entitled "Let me Dream
of .Home," is inoffensive enough in itself, nay, even rather pretty, though
. preceded by a nauseating lithograph of the coarsest kind. But the second,
entitled "Tell me Truly, Little Darling," written and composed by Frank
Lavarnie, is a production of which Frank Lavarnie ought to be ashamedand of course lsn't.· This also is ornamented by a lithograph, the producer of
which should be led to instant execution.
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Visitors.

THE Scholastic, of the important Catholic University of Notre Dame, Indiana,
contains in a recent issue an announcement which affords us pleasure. "It is
our intention," say the Editors, "to print sixteen pages every week. . Of these
sixteen pages six or seven will be given to advertisements , and the remainder
to general reading matter. \Ve frankly confess that the ,Scholaslzc has hitherto
been adisappointrnent to us; and the fact of its frequent Issue (weekly) has
only increased that disappointment, We do not call to mind any journal on
our I ist which ·has been so choked up with long lists of names, and other purely
local matter of little or no interest outside the college walls. Now , however, .
that so much more space will be at the Editors' disposal, we may .hope to see
. the Scholastic take that high position in the college press to which it is entitled
to aspire, and which we doubt not it will worthily fill. In the grand confusion
of opinions on all subjects, which. college journalism, in a country like ours,'
In ~st necessarily display, it is refreshing indeed to find an in creasing num ber
of sound, orthodox and more or .less able papers, of which it may always be
predicated that they will be on the same 'sid e- an d that the side of Truth.
Step into,the front rank of these, Scholastic; and " macte virtute esto!"
The Annalist begins its N overnber nun) ber by quoting from the good old
E nglish poet, George Herbert, without th e 'slightest word or sign of disapproval,
the following quaint 'b ut orthodox stanzas on the subject of Holy Communion:Come ye hither, all whose taste
Is your waste;
Save your cost, and mend your fare .
God is here, prepared"and dress'd,
And the 'feast,
God, in whom all dainties are.
Come ye hither, all whom wine
Doth define,
Naming you not to your good;
Weep what ye have drunk amiss,
And drink this,
Which before ) 'e drink is blood.
We congratulate our Annalistic friends on their evident tendency towards
Catholicism ; a tendency which is the more remarkable since, so far as our
recollec tion serves us, Albion College is not identified with any particular
form of Christianity.
The lrlnl~Y Table: cries "peccavi r' And well it may; for it has "been and
gone and dor.e it." Alas, poor Trinity! Your evident repentance inspires us
with some sympathy for you; but that is "neither here nor there," since
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Owlish sympathy of course counts for nothing in such a case. Vassar will
never forgive you; though she is far too dignified a personage to make any
allusion to your crime, into the nature of which our pity for you and our consideration for her, alike forbid us to enter.
We are pleased to place the College Mercury .( Racine College, Wis.), on our
exch,ange list.
We shall make no criticisms on a first appearance, further
than to say its type and general get-up are first-rate . With regard to the type,
we offer practical proof of- the sincerity of our approval, by using the same
style ourselves.
The ~olante we had not seen for some time, and are glad to find it has nor
forgotten us. The grand epic on the "Non-burial of Loomis," with which its
November number opens, is well written and arnusing. Few college journals
present so agreeable an appearance as the Volante; nor do its' literary 'qualitie,
'
belie itslooks,
"The interest that some of the pape~s of the olde r Eas~ern Colleges manifest
o good Quz" ,
in boating, " says the Quz' ~i've, "renders them contemptible."
Vzve, you haven't said enough! Why not extend your very sensible re marks
to the two "conternptible" old Universities of Oxford and Cambridge ?-both
of which, if an interest in boating makes a college or university contemptible
'have a greater claim to ,the .honor of yourcontern pt than any college in America, whether Eastern or Western.
Really there is .a great deal too much of
this sort of nonsense about c, Eastern Colleges," in the Western portion of the
College Press. Weare quite glad that our extreme western position enables
us to repudiate with some effect all such silly jealousies.
In the interest of
common sense no less than in that of good taste, we desire to place on record
our hearty acknowledgement of what is in fact th e rnerest truism, viz: the
general superiority of the older Eastern colleges, in trained mind as well as in
trained muscle, to' the half-fledged(though often promising) intitutions which
dot the broad expanse of the as yet but partially settled ,. \Vest." We have
said something of this kind once before (we forget ,how long ago); but we can not call to mind that any Western college journal has ever expressed its agreement with us.
We do not wonder that the Fale Li', is provoked for once (though not in
this instance, by a 'Western College) to write as fo11ows:"We have only a word to say to all those little colleges that are continually
casting slurs upon Yale. The slurs are all the more contemptible since they
are based on envy and ignorance. Weare tired of such miserable little attacks, that are not worth noticing, and yet which the originators gloat over if
they are not heeded, believing their articles invincible. They' are very impudent without being witty, and only malignant without being sarcastic. Generally, however, they do not 'rise to the level of our contempt,' and we have
been foolish, perhaps, to rnention the subject."
The Lit is also extremely severe, in its "Notabilia" for November, on
" Western College Rhetoric." We suspect it is not far out, however.
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. And now let it submit gracefully to a little criticism on its own rhetoric, We
have had occasion to say, before, that its verse was-not equal to its prose; and
now, in a poem which it entitles "Love's Changes," comes the following stanza.
-in which we should recommend tW9 changes more:"I plead for love,
And heard a cold disdain 1
I plead once more,
A nd love began to reign.."
Now we have heard a good many things in our time, but we never heard
tea cold disdain," and we much question ' whether the Li: has either. It
would be just as good rhetoric to talk of hearing a. cold collation.
Moreover it
evident from the context that the Lit. intends that 'word
''' plead '' for the perfect tense of the verb to plead. And yet-s-what would
Webster say? But the poem amounts to nothing, anywaYr "We pass to the
order of the day ."
The Tripod, for Novern ber, contains a very interesting article on what it
calls "The New Culture. " "The great underlying: principle of the new culture,"
it says, "is force. Mattter, force, its laws and its results are all, in this universe.'?
Alas, we very mu~h fear that anyone who sits down on such a tripod as that,
will pretty soon come to grief and the ground!
The poor little "almost bodiless" Archangel, of St. Michael's College, Oregon, is catching it on all sides from our exchanges; one of which suggests that
it should seek refuge under the wings of TH~> O ~VL.. It utterly rejects our
friendship, however. After seeing its first number, \ve offered in perfect sincerity, the friendly suggestion that " A.rchangelist " would have been a more
suitable name for it. Anq it is plain enough, now, that the name of Archangelist would hive blunted nla.ny a shaft of ridicule that has since struck it
But the little creature hurled a piece of pointless impertinence at us, for h~v~
ing ventured to speak. It is altogether too "cheeky;" a fault which in a Cath olic journal is particularly objectionable. We are sorry; but it must go its
own way'; and if it does not give 1)8 yet more "cheek," in consequence of these
remarks, we shall be agreeably surprised.
The Wdtenberger for November has one of its interesting letters from India.
They are written of course from a German- Lutheran point of view; but they
, are worth reading.

is

I

'The Vassar jl1iscellanJ! hasa very appreciative article on the Oberammergau
"Passion 'play,': the charm of which seems to enthrall all who witness it, be
their religious notions what they may _ But we are afraid it must now be reckoned among things of the past "It is feared," says the vassar "that there will
never be another repetition of the Miracle Play, as it has begun, in a small degree, to Jose its element of worship, owing to the influx -of strangers; their
money serv~ng to make zt a paJlingthing. Thus it w?uld lose its chief attraction,
Those who have seen it in its simplicity, are indeed favored."
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Harvard is rejoicing in its magnificent. dining hall, the cost of preparing
which was upwards of thirty thousand dollars; and the Magenta speaks of the
~'inducement held out to the men to change the Commons into the Harvard
Dining-Hall Association; namely, the moral improvement that would result
from constantly sitting under the ridge-pole of the 'grandest college-hall in the
world.
When this prediction was made,' it continues, "very few were
ready to believe that even the grandest college-hall could raise the moral tone
of the average undergraduate; but our enthusiastic President's expectation
seems actually to have been realized. Thus far the greatest order and decorum have prevailed aluong the students; and the qUlzzlcal face of Mcholas Boylsion and the stern countenance of joillt Adams hazJe not )Jel been zlnproved b the ad:
duion

0./ a pat af

butter" (!!)

Can it be "that such orgies ever took place during the Harvard dinner-hour?
Did it need a fine new hall, to make the gent lemen of Harvard behave like
gentlemen? We only know that such things do not, and cannot, happen in
lnany colleges of far less pretension. What a nuisance decent undergrad uates
must have found it, to take their meals in such a bear-garden as the Harvard
dining-room must have been before they spent the thirty thousand dollars in
., preparing" their new hall! No wonder tha t a " lecture on table etiquette'"
should have been needed; and we can only concur with the ll fag enta in hop ing " that the advice therein given will tend to cause still further progress toward a higher civilization."
The Vt°rglnza Uniu. .l1:1"agaz£ne-contains the first four chapters of a serial story
entitled "The Autobiography of the Rev . Abraharn Mildew, D.D., LL.D."
It promises " Tell, and we shall" look with interest for its continuance. The
question whether serials are " to be or not to be" in college magazines, is one
which we should like to hear exhaustivelydiscussed. Some seem to object to
them; but so far as our present lights enable us to judge, we are inclined to
decide the question .affirmatively.
vVe are always glad to see in a college magazine such an article as that in
the Hamilton Luerary l110nthly for NOVelTI bel', entitled " '[he New Goddess."
It is full of " words of truth and soberness," over which the devotees of mate.rial civilization would do well "to ponder.
The young ladies of the Sacramento Seminary have (judiciously, we think),
changed their "Budget" from a Journal into 'a regular Magazine. College
papers are increasing in num bel' so fast, and are for the most part so crammed
with local matter and .little scraps of all kinds, that the only wayto redeem them
from worthlessness SeeiTIS to us to be the adoption, far more generally than at
present, of the magazine form . \\Te hope we shall not be misunderstood. We '
mean to cast no reflections upon those which continue to appear as journals}
and nlany of which may, no doubt, . have good reasons for so doing.
e do '
think however, that magazines should predominate, instead of forming, as they
now do, a comparatively small.minority. We anticipate an improvement in
the Seminary Budget, as a result of its change .
.
I
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The Brumonian, good as it is, has we think, made a great mistake in adopting the 'op posite course; and not even its" flesh-colored tights" (as a contemporary styles its present dress of fine rose-tinted paper), can compensate
for its inferiority of form.
The College
by the wise young prophetesses of Elmira Female College,
is both welcome and entertaining. vVe could wish that it came oftener than
once a quarter.

sa,«

WE mentioned in our last issue that a "benefit" was in preparation by the
Drarnatic Society for the 'O rphan Asylum of San Francisco. On the evening . of the t Sth of Novem bel', the play was put before the public, and, aUI
things considered, may be pronounced a success. Notwithstanding the in-'
clemency of the weather, a very fair audience was in attendance when the
curtain rose; and it continued to increase during the remainder of the evening.
The plot of the play was one of not much interest in itself; still, "J'he
Wandering Boys," as put on the stage after re-arrangement, was one of the
most interesting dramas we have ever seen performed in the College Hall. A
father, after an absence of twelve years, and supposed death, finds on returning
to his native village, that his fiendish nephew and his head steward, together,
have murdered his wife, and attempted the death of his two children. But
these, through the vigilance pf a faithful follower of the Count de Cressy (their
father), have been saved, and in the course of the play are recognized, under
t.he guise of the "Wandering Boys." The punishment of the Baron and Ro,
land, the two villains, and the Count's recovery of his domains, furnish' the
plot.
The opening consisted of a series of selectious from "La fille de lVlada~e
Angot," by the College String Band, and was universally praised. Many
thanks are due to Professor lVIanning for the skilllul manner in which he trained

,
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his young pupils, ,n ot 'on ly "for this music, but for a pretty polka which was
played durinS" the first arid second acts.
. The rise of the curtain disclosed a very pretty scene, or rather (to 'speak
'wit h absolute: accuracy) 'an at/enzp! at avery pretty one. A noticeable feature
in it was the water-fall .at the back of the stage, which if it did not look natu'ra I, at least looked pretty. The "tout-ensemble" was good. As to the rest
of the scenes nothing more need be said, than that they were appropriate and
well put up.
.
The character of the "Count de Cressy" was assumed by N. F. Brisac; but
if we deal fairly, \ve cannot say it was altogether a success. Firstly, we
would offer a suggestion to the ' gentleman for his own sake, viz: that if he
wishes to wear his own whiskers, which are black, under a white beard, he
should at least take the precaution to procure a beard large enough to cover
them; Of, if not, powder the said whiskers. 'The simplest plan-but that we
do not even venture to hint at-would be to take them off altogether. And
secondly, we must take the liberty of saying that representing, as he did, a
father who had just recovered his "long-lost children," his apparent want of
feeling was almost unnatural.
Mr. Morrison did well, first as ., Hubert" the peasant, and then as the "Baron;"
but we think he appeared to most advantage as the peasant. In the r , Baron,"
there were a few "heavy" renderings, which might have been much improved
up~n; and a little more ease 'would have been better throughout.
]\Ir Durbin, as "Roland," did not do hirnself justice. In rnany of the most
villainous passages, however, he was good; and his voice and the expression
of his face accorded well with the sentiment of the character he represented.
1\1r,Callaghan, as "Gregoire," the Count's only faithful servant and friend
was good. "
IVIr. Hughes in the character of " Lubin," a sort of clown, acted very well,
and did much to enliven the play, which was otherwise rather sorrowful.
Masters Davis and Holden as "Paul" and "] ustin," the wandering boys
did, we suppose, their best; but to the latter young gentleman we must award
the palrn, for the most natural and graceful acting.
"lVlarcellus/' the companion of "Hubert," was personified by IVIr. Gray
Though this gentleman's voice is not naturally strong, we can avouch that he
was better heard and, more liked for the mariner of- his acting, than many who
have been gifted by nature with powerful lungs.
Messrs. Colorn bet and Enright sustained their characters (though the latter
had a fall) very well.
But THE feature of the evening was the dance, .perfo rm ed by twenty of the
smaller boys; and here our unbounded praises are due to Mr. Durbin for the
happy issue of his training. Prettily dressed (under the direction of 1\1r.
Mallon - we presume) they presented at once a novel and beautiful sight; and
th e manner in which they acquitted themselves cannot be too highly praised.
At the end of the dance Mr. Brisac, the Vice-President of the Dramatic
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Society, came before the curtain, and stated, in the name of that body, that it
-was considered desirable to correct a wrong impression which existed in the
minds of some, in regard to the intended disposal of the proceeds. He
stated that it had been originally intended to make the performance of that
evening' a benefit far the Dramatic Society, but that when the appeal for assist;
ance was made by the Sisters of Charity, the boys of the college gave
their
intended benefit and decided .to gi ve the proceeds of the entertainment to that
most excellent charity, the Catholic Orphanage of San Francisco. Some p~r~
sons, it seemed, were under the impression that not the whole, but only a part
was to be 'g iven to the Sisters. This idea he said he was happy to be able to
correct, by stating that the tohole 0/ the net proceeds were to go to the Sisters
and not one doit to the Society.
The balance of the evening was devot ed to the performance of a short
farce , entitled, "Furnished Apartments,"
Mr. Brisac, as "Dr. Planus," was
much better than in the drama; both, more natural, and more energetic. Mr,
Durbin, as" Fugglcs," did very well, Mr. Morrison, as "J\'Iagnus Smith,'
was just as pompous as the occasion required; and Mr. Mallon , as the "irascible, unsociable little fellow, Telemachus Thompson;' surpassed himself.
But' 'Squills' and "Jernimah," were the life of the thing. Mr. Hughes, as
"Squills," again made his comical talent apparent; keeping the audience in a
roar as long as he showed himself on the stage. Mr. Foster, as "Jemimah,"
though not on the programme, did not fail to make his mark. Excellent
music was furnished throughout the evening by the -College Brass Band .

up

1

The Ju.ndor Dramatic Soiree.
ON the evening of Thanksgiving Day we were treated to another not less
,welco m e entertainment by the Junior Dramatic Society; and we must say tha
these young gentlemen did remarkably well, The evening's performance con
sisted of a drama i'i-I five acts.jentitled "St. Louis in Chains," and a farce in
'o ne act, called "Cherry Bounc'~." In the drama, Master Davis, as "St Louis,"
was excellent; some of his passages indeed were beautifully rendered. J. D .
?arvey, as "Philip," his son, looked very pretty, and, notwithstanding that he
showed 'a little too much temerity, acted very nicely. Louis Palmer, in the
fierce character of "Almoadam," we thought was not quite severe enough .
Had he borrowed some of the superfluous fire and born bast of las. Smith, as
U Adhomar,' it would have much
improved his character, and veTY greatly
improved that of Master Smith too. "Octai," the chief of the Mamelukes
was very well represented by James ~IcKinnon, who is highly deserving 0
praise. M. J. Donahue as ' ,'Osman," might have greatly improved his acting
by not hurrying SQ fastover , II1~ny .of his wordsj a , f~ult, (<?r perhaps some
might esteem, .it a virtue) almost universal among those, young actors. Mas.
ter Willie 'Schofield., .as "Almanzor," rnade, quitean impression on many 0
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his hearers, on account of his clearness of pronunciation, slowness of speach,
and studied, but graceful acting. . Indeed we heard it remarked-and that by
much more competent judges than an old Owr.-e-that he was the only one
who spoke slowly enough to be distinctly understood. In the farce, 1\1r. B"
Brisac acted his part well, but yet with the fault, which seemed to us even
more noticeable in him than in the others, of seeming desirous to finish all he
had to say "as soon ~s possible.. In sonle ' parts this may have been necessary
but iri others it could well have been dispensed with. Alec. l\:[cCone, who:
it would seem, is the light comedian of the society, did very well indeed in
the character of a blundering servant The other characters were also well
sustained. One thing we noticed, which is very uncommon on our stage; and
that \\'a~ the representation of a Chinaman; in which "celestial son" we thought
we recogni~ed Master McKinnon. But as .n o such name is on the programme, of course we cannot say..
Dining the evening, music was kindly furnished by the brass band, which
did much to make the soiree more agreeable than even the most sanguine
could have expected..

A Labor of Love-.
THE appeal made to the students of Santa Clara College, to assist a charity
like the Orphan Asylum, was not made in vain. Nobly did the boys respond
to this appeal; and that the prayers of those to whom they are doing good
will be fervently offered for them on high, has been assured to us by the Sister
Superior of the Asylum.
Two committees were appointed by the President of the College, one for
the First, and one for the Second Division , to seewhat means were the best
suited for raising money o r providing articles for sale at the Fair at San F rancisco. Many raffles, etc., were immediately set on foot for these purposes;
and for a time one could not enter the playground, on penalty of being forced
to give up every cent he had about him, and promising as much more as
he could. A fair conducted by young ladies is bad enough in its effect on
one's pocket, but when it comes ' to having 175 strong-minded, and yet
stronger fisted boys, after you , anything that female persuasion can do, dwindIes into utter insignificance, nay, vanishes into nothingness; as ·does your
.m oney, too. No one could be found, however, who was not willing to give
as m uch as he could; and in the end, this proved to be a good round sum in '
~ash alone. Raffles of the ordinary kind were of course very numerous; but
when they began to flag, and grow a little tiresome, one of the committee for
the First Division, had the audacity to raffle a $2o-piece for $50. There were
50 chances, at a dollar a chance, and in less ' than an ' hour and a half, all the
chances were sold. Many and diverse articles were also collected and sent to
the Fair; and aswe hear, made a very nice display,
In the name of all the students of the college who naturally feel a deep inter ,
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est in the issue of the Fair, we offer most sincere thanks to Mrs. Lucien Her
mann, Mrs. Wm. Burling, and all the other ladies who so kindly assisted in
the arrangement of the Santa Clara College Table, and in the successful sale 0
the ' articles sent by the students for that purpose.

Innocence.
One of our Professors (of the Junior Department) in giving a subject to his
class for composition, gave them the story. of the eagle who went to the sea
. every morning, to steal fish from the other birds for its young. In the course
of what he said, he told them that he had often witnessed the same thing.
One of his little pupils, who, it seems, understood him to say that he (the Professor) bed seen the particular eagle mentioned in the 'Readers, was noticed
to be thinking very hard for a few moments; and then he spoke up. "Father
P--," said he, "how old you must bel My father told me he used to read
that story when he 'was a boy; and he is now all white, and says he is awful
old." Father P----- - explained, and Innocence was allowed to resume his
thinking.

Base-Ball.
ON the 26th of November, the last game for the championship of the Coun...

ty was played at the University Grounds.

That a more disagreeable day
could not have fallen to the .lot of ' the players is certain. However, they
would play, and they did play; and the game was won by the college boys, by
four runs. We have heard it said, that it was the best match that has been
played in the county this se3:son. We congratulate the boys on having mainr ,
tained their reputations as good players, and feel proud that they took the
advice which we gave them in our last issue. Never forget it--and, above
all, never lose a ganle~and the OWL is your best friend.
The following is the score:----ORIGINALS.

OCCIDENTALS.

R. Arguello
R. Enright
R. Soto

J. J\llachado
P. Soto
P. Colombet

1

4

3
4

3

2

4
3

2

o 5
3 I
3 I
2

Total
BRUNKR,

o.

2.

P. Smith
J. Aguirre '
T. l\tlorri son

A:

R.

4

Total

Time-4 hours.

N. F.
C. E.

BRISAC, }
GUNN,

S

o.
4

3

3
3
3

1
1

4

0

5

I

2

4

I

2

2

16

27

J.

20 27

UnzjJzre,

R.
2
2

C. C. Moore
E. Bruner
C. H. Dunn '
W. A. Johnson
E. C. Dunn
Geo. Rolfe
W. Walker
R. IVl iller
C. Richards

corers.
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On the joth of November, a game was played between the Amateurs and
the Oppositions, on the college grounds, which resulted in a victory for the
Amateurs by ten runs. Not having seen or heard anything about the game,
it would not do for us to say anything relating to it, except that we see that
the Amateurs are keeping up their reputations. The following is the score of
the game, as handed to us by the Secretary of the winning club:
OPPOSITIONS (1st nine).

AMATEURS (r st nine).
R.

)1

o.

C. E. Stanton

2

3'

A. Arriola
J. Kearney
J. Bernal
H. Bowie
G. Gray
H. Pfister
H. Spencer
J. Bernal

3

4

2

'k .

o.

2
2

2
2

°0

4

I
I

4
4'

3

4

J. Perrier
J. McI(innon
c. Arguello

3'
2 R. .Spence
2 (2
A. Pacheco
2 4 A. Spence
3 3 J. Kelly
B. Chretien
5 I
I
5 Mr. Dossola, S. j.,
3

3

2

3

2

3

' ';,

Total

Total

23 17

T . F. lVIoRRISON, UmjJ£re.
Time-3 hours.

,A . N. BUSH,
F. BURLING,

13 27

} Scorers.
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RECEIVED SINCE OU 'R LAST ISSUE.

MAGAZINES .

,r ass.a r Miscellany, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Seminary Budget, Sacramento Serninary. rSacramento, Cal.
Bates 'Student) Bates College, Lewiston , Maine,
Coriull RevieuJ, Cornell University , Ithaca, N. Y.
La/ayetie MonthlY, Lafayette College, Easton, Penn,
gZ1ua' Uluver si!.y"lr1qga?z"ne, U niv. of Vi rgini~, ,Charlottesville, Va.
Hamzlton Liierary lJ1"onthly, Harnilton College , Clinton, N. Y.
: Fale Luerary Magazz'ne, Yale College, Newhaven, Conn. .
Alabama UnlverszlyMonth{y, Univ. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Alumn: Journal, Illinois WesleyanUniv., Bloomington, Ill.

vzr

JOURNALS.

vro, Poughkeepsie Collegiate Institute for Young Ladies, Poughkeepsie, N A
Salesianum, Seminary of St. Francis of Sales, St. Francis, Milwaukee Co., N. Y
College Message, St. Vincent's College, Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
Index N£agarensls , Seminary of our Lady of Angels, Suspension Bridge, Niagara Co., N.Y .
•Spectator, St. Lawrent' College, Montreal, Canada:.
Scholastic, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana.
Tftltenberger, Wittenberg College , Springfield, Ohio.
Central Colleg/an, Central College, Fayette, 1\10.
College Argus, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. '
Colle,g"e Spectator, Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.
College News Letter, Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa.
College Herald, U niv. of Lewisburg, Lewisburg, Pa.
College fournal, Georgetown College, Georgetown, D.C .
.H eald's CollegeJournal, Heald's Business College , San Francisco, Cal.
Chronicle, North Western College, Naperville, Ill.
ChroJllcle, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
il1adisonensls, Madison Univ., Hamilton, N. Y.
lJlagenta, Harvard College, Cam bridge, Mass.

Exchanges.
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Volante, Univ, of Chicago, Chicago; Ill.
Tripod, Northwestern Univ., Columbia Mo.
Transcript, Ohio Wesleyan Univ. & Ohio Wesleyan Female CoIl., Delaware, 0
Triad, Upper IowaUniv., Fayette, Iowa. '
Annalist, Albion College, Albion, Michigan.
Geyser, \Vabash College, Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Iowa Classic, Iowa Wesleyan Univ, Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Denison ~Collegian , Denison Univ., Granville, Ohio.
Brunonian, Brown Univ., Providence, R. 1.
Bowdoin Orieut, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.
Bert..eleyan, Univ. of California, Berkeley, Cal.
College Journal, Western U niv. of Pennsylvania, Pittsburg, Pa .
Olivet Olio, Olivet College, Olivet, Michigan.
Archangel, S1. Michael's College, Portland, Oregon.
Tyro, Canadian Literary Institute, Woodstock, Ontorio, Canada.
College S'l~yl, EI.mira Female College, Elmira, N .Y.
Universzly Review, Univ. of Wooster, Wooster, O.
Yale Courant, Yale College, Newhaven, Conn.
Hesperian Student, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
Un/verslry Press, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Lehigh Journal, Lehigh Univ. Bethlehem, Penn. '
Universzty Missourzan, State Univ., Columbia, Mo.
College oi», Marietta College, Marietta, Ohio.
College Courier, Monmouth College, Monmouth, Ill.
College Chronicle, North Western College, Naperville, Ill.
Acta Columbiana, Columbia College, N.Y.
Trinity Tablet, Trinity College, Hartford, Con.
Oxford Undergraduates Journal, Univ. of Oxford, England.
Del-aware College Advance, Delaware College, Newark, Del.
"Western Collegzan, Ohio Wesleyan Univ. and Ohio Female College, Delaware,
Ohio.
.
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nub_Inottb.:'
-.-( Golden Era.)

"PLEASE give us the proper credit, . \Ve '
see some articles copied in the Catholic papers with the simple acknowledgment 'Exchange,'when it should have been 'SCHOLASl'IC.' "

[Very good, gentlemen of the,Scholastic: that is just-the principle in the
advocacy of which THE OWL has
stood almost if not quite alone. We
are glad to have you as converts, even
though it be only in theory; but we
su ppose you m ust have forgotten
when penning the foregoing, that th~
very first excerpt in the same nnm bel'
'of your journal is credited thus:-

.Exchange."-EDS. OWL. ')
THE eccentric revivalist, Lorenzo

Dow, once preached a ,se rm o n on the
text from St. Paul, "I can "do all
"No, Paul," ,h e said, "you
things."
are wrong for once. 1'1.1 bet you 'five
dollars you can't;" and he laid a fivedollar bill on the desk. He continued to read; "through Jesus Christ '
our Lord."
"Ah, Paul," he said,
"that's a very different thing; the ' bet's
off."-CJzronlcle (.L~£lch. Unz'verSzl})
BETWEEN the Catholic faith and the
rej ection of all faith there is no reasonable resting-place for the human mind.
As the beginning of heresy is the rejection of authority, so the return to
the true faith .is bv submission of the
whole being to theolauthoritv-ofChrist's
Church. 1\1 en may hoid' many isolated doctrines of the Catholic faith,
and yet remain Protestant in heart,
because they -hold them merely on
the ground of their own pri vate judgment, not on divine authoritv, The
c onc .usions of private judgment must
ever be uncertain and, varying. There
is but on? thing that" is ever stable and
unmoved, that Church which our
Lord himself founded on the rock
and against which the gates of hell
shall never prevail.- JlVeek(y Regt"ster

, LAGER:-RHYTHl\fS-the songs of Ge~
man students.-Am. Nezvspaper Re-

porter.
OUR own University; the pride cf
our .golden shores, and the gem of
our nation's occident.-Berheleyan. /

AN English "billiard wonder" is
over here, ' on a starring tour. Some
of the American players will be apt to
make him sing; "0, carom me back."

-Golden Era.
THE latest feature. of. the Chromo
gift business comes from Dexter, Me.
They have a church there which gives
a chromo to eve:-y new convert.-Bos-

ton Globe.

of

IT has been said of one
our' j uniors that, while speaking, he has the
hands ofa monkey, themouth of a
bullfrog, and the voice of a ghost.- .
L niuer Slt.y ]liz'ssourian.
ApPARENT ' PARADox.-Mrs. ' lVI a!aprop is puzzled to understand the proposed substitute for interment ,Sh e
says she cannot see how a body can
be destroyed by creation. - L~l~don

Punch.
THE average American, in the average American restaurant, eats his dinner in the average time of six minutes
and forty-five seconds. He bolts into
the door, bolts his dinner, and then
bolts out. There is no thought of
those around him, no courtesv to a
neigh bor, no I,) leasant word or motion
of politeness to the man , or WOl11an
who receives his money-nothing but
a fearful taking in of ammunitio n-ethe feeding of a devouri ng furnace and then a clesperate dash into the
open air , as if he were conscio us he
had swal lowed poison, and m ust find
a doctor and a stomach-pump, o r die.
- Golden Era.
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EO"'YS CLOT::a:I~G:J
BO"'YS BOOTS,.
.
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In short, everything pertaining to Boy~' ware.
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Where to buy them at a reasonable price :
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~f Washington & Franklin sts. ~
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H~~ ~ ·B· .~ 11 ~ . ~ ~ I( ~ ~ ~ ~
(Next door to lve~ls, pltrgo &; Co?«, Santa ()lara:)

T

A K E S t.his method of ' armouncino to the Students of Santa Clara
Colleg~, a- .d .the Pub.lie ill gene~al, 'that he is now prepared to furnish neat fittIll'g suits at prices to suitth- times. A ~arge assortment of
Goods always on hand, ana. orders executed in a manner that cannot
. fail to snit t"lle-'lllost fasted ious .

.Prices reasonable.and satlsfuctlon guaranteed.
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L. LION & Co.,
Odd FelloUJ's Building, Santa Clara;

,

I

Have just received, direct from N ew York, a very large and new stock
of Dry G()od~,

Gents, Youths, ~Boys Ready-made Clothing
. All of the very latest style.

A large Assortment of Men's and Boys' Boots and Shoes.

HA.1B OF 'ALL KINDS.
The latest st y leg. of

Gents Neck- Ties, 'S ilk Scarfs, Square S£lk Hdkfs.,
Pocket Hdkfs., Shirts, Litten and Paper
Cuffs and Collars, etc., etc.
We extend a cordial invitation to the Students of
Santa Clara College Ito make an inspection of '
.our immense stock ofnew goods, before
. going to San ,Jose, or elsewhere. ' ,

San Jose ·Candy Factory.
MAURICE

O'Bl{IE~,

CANDY M .A .NUF,ACTU.RER,
.

;

]87 Fzrs~ Street, San Jose.

GEO. ·B . · NICK~~E, .
,3 9 1 ,F I R S T STREET, SAN JOSE.
Wholesale aud Retail Dealer in

Paints, Glass, Brushes, Paper Hangings & Artists' Materials.
lVindow Shades of every size and description made to order.

Interior Decorations: Brushee of all kinds:' Looking-glass
Plates, etc., etc.

?l

Th« " Owl'''
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dlJertising Supplemeni.

c«;

fJOflO~ TfGfI~.£ . ~
419 Sacramento street; San' Francisco, Cal.
i

"
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I
.

\

MANUlfACTURERS 01(

,:a: ~ sr AN""A

,

'~ Q D Q

CIGARS,

AND THE RENOWNED

I

W ':; lm A R ~ E')N m Z

Illlp01:ters

if._GlnUl!.l~

' Q Ir ~ ~ . & ~

,.Vu;etta Aba;'o Havana Tobacco.

i!lf/lZ6f1;ftIS i~ P086110lr~
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS ·IN

Groceries, "P rovisions, ' Hardware, Crockery, Agricultural Implemenis, and General .Merchandiee.
~{

Nos . 3 63, 365, 3 67, 369 & 37 I.

MARIPOSA BLOCK, Market Street,.
S..A.N"" .JOSE_

crrr

B:ri!lfJL88~

~Ul£rn.iS ~nusr 4 nauq'& 4arriaD£S.
, D. M. SMITH, Manager. .
. Orders left at the Hotel, or at the Stable opposite, will receive
. pr0771J?t,attention.
SAN"" JOSE_

S..~N JOSE

t~~l~~ A~lihl~

larks
mm.,,mrn,.: l,m:~.:,m.: ,.,:. ,!.\ ,~ ~l~~I:~~:;re-r~om,
st.~
r=:J '.
-

..: ..

- -- -..:.--=--=-o=-=":. - -.

289 Second
~ (Opposite North Methodist Church.)
~"Manllfactory,' Sentor : stre'et, '

--:-~~~~~:;=~-,.~....3

PO-W-ER,

&

Near Julian, " rest San Jose.

BAR-:N""I, Proprietor. :

Statuary, Mantel Pieces, Tombs, Fountains, Head Stones, and all descriptien of
Marble' Works. Designing, Modeling, and every style of Wood and Stone Carving
P. O. BOX, 559
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Fr01n the best Man1Jjacturers in the East and in Europe.

Fall and Winter Goods.
JOlIN NI •. CADY,

No. 340 Santa Clara Street, San Jose,

(Corner of ~econcl Street.)
_Ha~ just received the' most com p)pte and bp~t nssortvd stock

(tf Foreign

and Domestic Cloths,Cassimeres and Vestings,

ever brought

to San J ose to deliirht the eyes -of younsr g·ellt)cnH:~n.
This grand Stock consists ill pal t of French Beavers

and Oassimeres, Scotch and English Vestings, French Velvets and
Valencia Vestings, etc.
_

.
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.0 . QUILTY,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
262 Stones's Ne'W 'B u i l d i n g ,

Corner of Lightstone and Santa Clara 'streets,
SAN'"

JO "SE_'

,C om mercial @ Savings Bank
OF SAN JOSE.
Corner of First a!l~~~ Clara Streets,
Receive General and Special Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency, deal in U- 8
Bonds and Legal Tenders, and do a General Banking Business.
'

DRAW EXOHANGE (>N
DONOHOE, KELLY, &, Co., San Francisco.
KELLY, &" Co., N.e-w York.
CONSOLIDATED BANK i ( Lirnited.) London.
BANK Oli~ IRELAND" Dublin~
~UGENE

TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFERS MADE ON NEW, YORK.
Inte ;est all
~Ii

nl):5 d 011,

17ime Deposits.

/,

A LA,RG:E AND EI.JEGAN1' STOCK ',OJj1 "

Boys' and Youths' Suits,
J .ust received and for sale, cheap, at

~\

P.

W~

o.

IP~~Dl= ~ ~@~I~

·San Jose.

Linville,

House, Sign, and Ornam.ental Painter,
SANTA CLARA .

, Graining,

MarbeUng, .

Paper-Hanging,

Whitening and Coloring' Walls a speciality.

'~ O rd e rs

promptly attended to and work guaranteed. .

San Jose Clothing Store,
, 266 Santa Clara Street, San Jose,
O'~ANIAN &, KENT, -

Merchant Tailors, Clothiers, and dealers in all kindsof Gents' Furnishing Good s.

I?irLightstone Block, nearly oppooeite the A ueeraie House.

VI

MAX. BENDER,
~

Professor of

Drawing, German & Spanish
at' Santa, Clara College.
.
Is prepared to give Private Lessons in
the above to a limited number of Pupils,
either at Santa Clara or San .Iose. .

. JOSEPH· 'S T EW AR T ,
Main st. Santa Clara, near Widney's.

Hair Cutting, .Shavi ng , Shampooing arid Hair Dying.
Cholee 'P erf ume,:v always on hand.

. Select brands of Cigars, Tobacco, &c.

noot

LOUIS DUNCAN'S

Christmas Presents,
. Franklin Street, Santa Clara.
A large assortment of Smoking and Chewing
'I'obacco, Cigars, Clgaretos, Cigar holders, Pipes.
ete., etc., alwayson hand.

Martinelli Bros.
BUTC:a::E:RS~

Franklin st., Santa Clara.

Beef, Pork, Mutton, Lamb,
Veal, etc • .
~Customers

B. ·H I CK S,

su pplied at their . respecti ve residences.

& . Shoemaker,

, J:}ctnkl~n-8t., Santa Ctara.

~ents & Boys Boots made to order.

No fit, ;no Pay !

:..AUGUST HABICH,
Santa Clara Store,
(Opposite Santa Clara College)
and l~,etail Dealer in
,.. q~·()(·(~rie~, .PI'(l'vi::,i()n8 ,. Cigah"~ To.
\ bacco,Liq uors, etc.,
. ~ 1\ 11 kinds .of produce takel~ ill
'--exehange, 01'- purchased at regu·lal'
.v:··

:: 'V Ji ( / l e~al e

~lal'ketVr{au.jl'.

"

·DR . N. KLEIN,
Surgeon

_

Dentist,

Office, Balbach 's Building.

No. 284', Santa Clara St.,San Jose.

E. LAMORY,
MAR I P 0 S A
Cor. Franklin and 'M ai n
.

,

S'T0

R E

sts ., Santa
Clara
'"I

KAST'S

i }'II~llioIH:~le

~

Shoe Store,

322 & 324 Bush St.reet,

e ine& Lorriga •
. Dl~ALER IN

Groceries, I)rovi~i~)ll~, Wine«, Li qtlor~, Cigar~ l'obaeco, etc"

No.

~51.

First st., San dose,

J. C. KOPPEL, & Bro.
WHOLESALE AND RltTAIL DEALER IN'

S A ·N

R A 'N CIS' C

F

---_

.. . .

- --

- -- -

9' .

----

. Payot.. Upham & Co.
Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
and Pu blishers,
6~O ' & 62~

Washington-street.
.... ·S./f N .l?R .I!N(//j'- ()O.. -

Imported and Domestic

HAVANA ' CI'GA·R'S.

Virginia Chewing and Smoking

Jos. Piscioli & CO.,

TQE.A..CCO.

Santa Clara· Chop House

MeerschauIll .Pipes.

(Odd Fellows' Building,) Franklin street.

'C IG A R ET T A S, etc. etc. etc.

All the delicacie» of the Season on hand.

'l'l/(~

'J874.1

Came~on

vii
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House.

Franklin street, Santa Clara
--0-

MARTIN CORCORAN,
Prprietor.
0-'
Having purchased the above Hotel
r;om the. old 'established and highly
respected John H.Catne i·on, I beg !o
assure the 'Public that no effort on my
'p art will be wanting to merit the un i- .
versal esteem and patronage enjoyed
by my predecessor.
- 0 -'

Splendidly furnish ed suits .of rooms for
famihes.
A coach will be at the depot on the arrival of all trains, to convey passengers
and their baggage to th e hotel .

A LIVERY ST ABLE
I

where first-class carriages and buggies
can he had on reasonable terms.

JOHN F. TOBIN,
DEALEH TN

Fruits, Pipes, Nuts, Cigars, Confectionery, 'Tobacco, Stationery';
~antlJ

(tj)ootl~ ;

j l)Crt~tlt~t ",&t .,

N. ~v. Cot: W(',fJldnyton & F'1'IInkU", sts.,

SANTA CLARA. '

LEDDY BRO,THERS,
DRAI,EHS IN

.sP
'2I:lI.

...

~
Mutton, Lamb, Beef, Veal, Pork.
etc. ,
/ etc.
Stall No 1, City Market, San Jose

Grey Eagle

.' Ji,V&IY

fi: Stahla$.

FIRE- PROOF BRiCK HUILDING

.' ~o. 386, First st., - -

SAN JOSE~

Barry & Wallace,

Proprietors

First-class Horses, Carriages and Buggies on the most reasonable terms.
Orders prom ptly attended to.

Be.nsley Block, Santa Clara st.,
The best variety of

Metallic Caskets, Black Walnut,
Rosewood and Plain Coffins
.\1ways on hand .

Orders by

telegrapl~

pr()mptly filled.

E-mbal1ning done i 'n the best . posllibl~
nlJanner, for sltipme'nt tothe /ltUl,tell
and elsewhere. .
"

Reference given.
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" San Jose, Cal.

YOUNG LADIES' INS Tll"UTE.
-c----- - - - --..- -.--..-.. ----- -. -.--.
rrU1S ' Institution, which is incorporated according to the laws of the State, and empowered to
confer academical honors, commenced its Twenty Third Annual Session, on Monday, August
10t h . 1874.
~ .

The Course of Instruction embraces all the branches of a
'
thorcugr Education.
.

,ERhll.-~:

Enral;l~~~f·~· ,be paid but once
$15.00
Board l\n9 fFuition, per quarter
-. . . . . 62.50
w ashingj":. P~l'·'q~rter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.50
Physicians' fees, t:t:~1ess it may be preferred to pay
the bi II in case of sickness,per quarter . . . . . . . . 2.50
.
Piano, Vocal Music, Drawlng and Painting' form extra charges ~ but there
is no 'ex tra charge for the French, Spanish or (jeJ"lnan Languages, nor for Plain
Sewi.n~ and Fancy Needlelvurk.
.
Payments are required to be made half a 'Session in advance.
Pupils will find it much to their advantage to be present at the opening of' the
Session. .
.

:'

..

.~te

U~~17t~

A, ~~«lQ.W e

·:S,A NT A CLARA, Cal.

, ..

!~' THI S Institution is conducted by the Sisters of Notre Dame, and wasopened in August 1872,
.;
to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure, for their daughters, at a trlflinv
. expense, a sound, moral and intellectual education, such as will enable them to become useful
and intellizent wome:p.
,.,. :.:.... ' ....
.: _
: 3:0 place'='thebenefits of this Institution wi thin the reach ' of a greater number, the cha rge will
, only be $16 Per Month ..,payahle .i n advance. . There is also a .,;

.

..

.

.: Young:Ladies' Day School.

TERMS :-:.Elp.mentary- Class, per Month
$3.00
;
Primary
4~
'~ '
1.50
/?XTR.A:-Frenchand .Spanish Languages per Month
1.00
, Pia~o .. ;";:i.!,! ,. ', ' .
.
"
••• .• • • • • • • • •, '
6.00
'P laIn, vo.~~tl::MUSIC
. . . •. . • . . •• •. .
H5
VocarMus~y'of ~ higher neg-fee
200
ro .

H

'.

', '

••

•

•••

•••••••••

••• ••••••• • ' •• ••

:{ \ .';\ .

, HIBERNIA SAVING .AND LOAN~ : SOCIETY.
N .' E. t~Ol~ MOl~tgOl'~l'el~Y & Market Streets, San )Tnln~i~'eo:
~~.~"'"

"l

-.-

.__;.".~-,:....~'!.::.:...".. ..-•.,.. OFFICER,S:
' ~ ii;~8ide;~t.-M . D. S'WEENY,
I Vice President .s- C. D. O'SULLIV AN.
._....-'·$·f-'.·
0 - - . -.

T
~L

.D.. SW:EENY,
('. D. O'~ULLIVAN ,
JOHN SULLIVAN.
H. .J. TOBIN

.1 reasurer ..

Atto1·ney . . . •

I-nJST1~ E~

:

M. J . O'CQNNOR,
P. McARAN,
G USrrAVE ' TOUCHAHD.
1 JOS. A. DONAHOE,
PETER DONOHUE.
.

........... ..... .... .. . . .. ........... ........... ,~D'VARD MA.RrrIN
. . . . . . . . .. ..
. .. HIC l~ ARD TOBIN

Remittances from the country may be se nt through Wells. Fargo & Co's Express office, or any
-rellable Banking Hou se , but the Society will not beresponsible for their safe delivery. The sienat a re of the depositor should accompany the fist depo sit. A paper pass-book will be delivered to ~the
agent by whom the deosit is made.

.
Deposits Received from $2.50 upwards
..

Office hours, from. 9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

